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Chapter 1

Introduction

The numerical solution of three dimensional scattering problems related to the Elec-

tric Field Integral Equation (EFIE) is known to be an extremely challenging task,

both from the numerical and the computational point of view. In particular, this

integral equation leads, after discretization, to a linear system of equations that,

in general, is badly conditioned. This fact, coupled with the dimension of the re-

sulting coefficient matrix which for industrial objects can quickly lead to millions

of unknowns, contributes to exacerbate the situation. Among the most important

industrial applications of the electromagnetic scattering analysis is the computation

of the Radar Cross Section (RCS) of arbitrarily shaped 3D scatterers [57] as well

as the analysis of electromagnetic compatibility [54]. As a result, the arising linear

systems of equations in the electromagnetic scattering context are, in general, not

only very large but also difficult to solve.

The prohibitive cost of storing the complete coefficient matrix explicitly makes the

choice of an iterative method mandatory. Among them, the most popular and well-

known are the Krylov methods. This family of solvers are known to reference the

coefficient matrix only via a matrix-vector product. However, the computational

cost of the standard matrix-vector product poses a significant restriction on the di-

mension of the linear system feasible to be solved. As an alternative to the standard

matrix-vector product for the kind of matrices arising in electromagnetic applica-

tions, V. Rokhlin and L. Greengard proposed the famous Fast Multipole Method

(FMM) in the 1980s [73, 44, 43]. Almost twenty years later E. Darve made the

computation of large structures feasible at the expense of partial storage of the coef-

ficient matrix. As a result, only the so-called near-field matrix is explicitly available

[26].

Unfortunately, the FMM algorithm for the matrix-vector product represents only a

partial solution to another obstacle arising in the electromagnetic context: the fact

that without a suitable preconditioner standard solvers for the arising linear sys-

tems are prone to fail either because they do not converge in a reasonable amount

of iterations or because they fail to converge at all.

This widely known situation has led to intense research in this field and consequently

to somewhat sophisticated preconditioning techniques. So far, in the precondition-

ing context related to the previously mentioned problem, an extremely important

feature of the previously mentioned coefficient matrices has not been fully exploited,

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

namely, the special matrix structure of the coefficient matrix. Such a matrix struc-

ture has been the object of intense research in recent years and has essentially lead

to two main streams of research in mathematics, namely, the H-matrix theory of

Hackbusch et al. and the semiseparable theory, in all its denominations, initiated

by Gohberg et al.. The matrix structure we will concentrate on in this thesis is de-

nominated hierarchically semiseparable. This matrix structure comprises matrices

which show, roughly speaking, a multilevel low-rank structure in the off-diagonal

blocks.

The aim of this thesis is to develop a preconditioner that captures this special fea-

ture of the discretized scattering operator. In particular, we will present here a

preconditioner that shares some features of the ILU preconditioning but overcomes

the inherent storage problem associated to the latter in the electromagnetic context.

For this purpose we will create a multilevel low-rank approximation to the coefficient

matrix from the near-field matrix, the only part of it we can explicitly access.

The structure of the thesis is the following. In the next chapter the physical problem

and the integral equation for perfectly conducting targets are reviewed. Further-

more, some properties of the EFIE as integral operator are acknowledged.

The third chapter comprises a brief introduction to the fundamental pillar of the

work, namely the fast multipole methods and an attempt to bridge the gap between

the resulting coefficient matrix, the impedance matrix, and the matrix structure

previously mentioned. This chapter starts with a simple example that introduces

the basic features of the FMM algorithm. Likewise, a simple example with a one

dimensional integral operator will serve as motivation for the matrix structure per-

vading the whole work, the semiseparable structure. After outlining the multilevel

version of the FMM, we provide a matrix form interpretation for this algorithm.

This will allow us to note the fundamental feature that characterizes the impedance

matrices arising in the electromagnetic context mentioned above.

In the fourth chapter the Hierarchically SemiSeparable matrix structure (HSS) is

introduced with special emphasis on the electromagnetic applications. The fifth

chapter reviews briefly the most successful preconditioning techniques we find cur-

rently in the literature. In addition, it serves as motivation for a different approach

that the these techniques do not exploit, namely the special matrix structure.

The sixth chapter constitutes the core of the work. At the beginning of this chapter

the existence of a suitable matrix permutation based on the MLFMM algorithm

is presented. This permutation allows us to enforce the HSS structure on a part

of the impedance matrix that constitutes the only un-approximated part of it, the

previously mentioned near-field matrix. The resulting hierarchically semiseparable

matrix leads to a preconditioner which shares the same matrix structure as the

impedance matrix. The novelty of the work is thus the introduction of a new type
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of structured preconditioning based on a multilevel low-rank approximation to the

near-field matrix.

We present initial numerical results with this HSS preconditioner which include only

partial information about the rank-structure of the impedance matrix. In a further

step the information provided by the MLFMM algorithm inherent to the impedance

matrix is exploited as much as possible so as to improve storage requirements and

performance of the HSS preconditioner. Moreover, a preconditioned GMRES is

proposed which applies the HSS preconditioner together with an estimation of the

operational complexity involved in the construction as well as in the application of

the aforementioned preconditioner.

Concluding this chapter, some numerical results are presented that support the

claims above concerning performance and storage. In particular, these numerical

experiments show that the HSS preconditioner to be developed in the thesis is equiv-

alent, in terms of storage, to a matrix with a similar degree of sparsity to that of the

near-field matrix itself. Consequently, this new preconditioner seems to overcome

the storage problems which beset the popular ILU in this context without forfeiting

performance.

The appendix provides a brief insight into the SHSS (Symmetric Hierarchically

SemiSeparable Package). This package was written by the author with the purpose

of integrating the HSS preconditioner into an existing MLFMM code, courtesy of

EADS Bremen. It comprises routines that implement the algorithms in [20] together

with the preconditioner object of this thesis.

The thesis concludes with a summary of our contributions and a declaration of intent

for further work.
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Chapter 2

Physical problem

2.1 Introduction

Electromagnetic scattering is concerned with the effect an obstacle or an inhomoge-

neous medium has on the propagation of electromagnetic waves. Even though the

topic as such has a long history, the theory of electromagnetic scattering and more

generally the simulation of electromagnetic wave propagation plays still a funda-

mental role in science and engineering. Among numerous areas of application are

biomedicine, electromagnetic compatibility, radar imaging, antenna design and, last

but not least, stealth technology. For a comprehensive introduction to this topic see

[70, 67].

2.2 Electromagnetic Waves

Consider electromagnetic wave propagation in free-space. Due to the negligible po-

larization and magnetization of the air we can reasonably assume that our medium is

the vacuum. For the latter we denote the constant electric permittivity by ε0 and the

magnetic permeability by µ0. Electromagnetic waves are described by the electric

field E and the magnetic field H in what we know as the Maxwell’s Equations

∇ · E =
ρ

ε0
(2.1)

∇ · H = 0 (2.2)

µ0
∂H

∂t
+ rotE = 0 (2.3)

−ε0
∂E

∂t
+ rotH = J. (2.4)

In the equations above E(x, t) is the electric field, H(x, t) represents the magnetic

field and J(x, t) is the electric current density. The charge density is represented

by ρ(x, t). The assumption of conservation of charge is expressed by means of the

continuity equation and this relates J and ρ in the following way

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · J = 0.

5



6 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICAL PROBLEM

If there is no current or electric charge present in the vacuum, the Maxwell’s equa-

tions in free-space reduce to

∇ ·E = 0 (2.5)

∇ ·H = 0 (2.6)

µ0
∂H

∂t
+ rotE = 0 (2.7)

−ε0
∂E

∂t
+ rotH = 0. (2.8)

Due to the fact that the superposition principle applies, we can further simplify the

equations taking Fourier transforms in order to remove the time-dependence. The

consequence is that instead of solving one time dependent system we will have to

solve several time independent systems for a range of different frequencies.

To this end let us assume that E and H satisfy the following relation

E(x, t) = Re
(
E(x)e−iωt

)
(2.9)

H(x, t) = Re
(
H(x)e−iωt

)
, (2.10)

where E(x) and H(x) represent a space dependent complex vector field and the

parameter ω > 0 represents the angular frequency. We will work from here on with

the time independent E(x) and H(x). Note that under this assumption E(x) an

ω completely determine the time-dependent behavior of E(x, t). The same applies

obviously for H(x, t).

Under the assumption of harmonic time dependence described above, we obtain a

set of equations independent of time

rotE− iωµ0H = 0 (2.11)

rotH + iωε0E = 0 (2.12)

∇ · E = 0 (2.13)

∇ · H = 0. (2.14)

It can be easily seen that the time harmonic real fields satisfy the time dependent

Maxwell’s equations if and only if the equivalent complex space dependent fields

satisfy the harmonic equations (2.11) - (2.14). (E,H) is now a solution to the

harmonic Maxwell’s equations in free-space with constant electric permittivity ε0

and magnetic permeability µ0.

Furthermore, we define the wave number k > 0 by k =
√

ε0µ0ω. Another useful

relation concerning k is the following: k = 2π
λ

, where λ is the wavelength of the

electromagnetic wave. It is also convenient to introduce the free-space impedance
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Z0 defined by Z0 = (µ0

ε0
)1/2. It follows that iωε0 = ik

Z0
and iωµ0 = ikZ0. The

continuity equation changes accordingly and reads

∇ · J − iωρ = 0.

2.2.1 Direct Scattering Problem

The basic boundary-value problem for the Maxwell’s equations is the following scat-

tering problem: suppose we have an object S (S stands for scatterer) and let n

denote the unit outward normal to S. The classical problem is that of a PEC (Per-

fect Electric Conductor) object in free-space lit by an incident plane wave. For a

perfect conductor the electric field will not penetrate the scatterer and we will con-

centrate only on its surface Γ.

When an electromagnetic wave propagating in free-space impinges on a PEC, char-

acterized by ε1 and µ1 and an infinite conductivity, a surface current J is induced

on its surface.

S

E
E

scattered
incident

Figure 2.1: Direct scattering problem.

Due to the aforementioned infinite conductivity and the skin-effect, the electrical

field on its surface must be zero or in other words, we have a boundary condition

that imposes a zero tangential electric field on Γ, the surface of S

n × E = 0 on Γ. (2.15)
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A convenient description for the fields E and H is to decompose the total field into

an incident part due to sources that are far away and a scattered part due to the

charges and currents induced on the scatterer

Etotal = Eincident + Escattered (2.16)

Htotal = Hincident + Hscattered. (2.17)

To the condition on the conductor surface we have to add the radiation condition

[67]. This condition describes the behavior of the scattered fields at infinity, provid-

ing a bound for the fields as x tends to infinity.

The formulation of the scattering problem is therefore the following: given Eincident,

Hincident as the solution to the Maxwell’s equations (2.11)-(2.14) representing an in-

cident electromagnetic field, find a solution Etotal,Htotal satisfying (2.16) and (2.17)

such that Escattered,Hscattered satisfy the Silver-Müller radiation condition

lim
r→∞

(Hscattered × x − rEscattered) = 0 (2.18)

where r = |x| and the limits hold uniformly in all directions x/|x|.

2.2.2 Integral Formulation of the Scattering Problem for

PEC Objects

There are two main techniques to solve the problem numerically, namely, the differ-

ential approach and the integral approach. Whereas the differential methods solve

for the fields, the integral methods solve for the induced currents.

In the sequel we limit ourselves to the latter. The integral formulation has several

advantages. The primary advantage has been the availability of higher-order meth-

ods and a reduction in the number of spatial dimensions. In particular, the integral

approach to our direct scattering problem allows us to cast a problem in 3D with a

unbounded domain into a bounded one in 2D. Unfortunately, this approach has the

disadvantage that the resulting systems of equations are not sparse due to the fact

that the interactions are not local. This leads to expensive memory requirements

and computation time. The goal of this section is to cast the previously mentioned

scattering problem into a boundary integral equation. A thorough analysis of this

may be found in [67].

In order to obtain the Electric Field Integral Equation (EFIE) the PEC surface is

substituted by equivalence surface currents JΓ that radiate in free-space. For this

purpose we use the equivalence theorem (Huygens principle)[70]. The surface cur-

rent JΓ represents thus the unknown of the problem. Note also that JΓ = n×Htotal .

For the discussion that follows, we will specialize the scattering formulation to that
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from a perfect conductor, so that the total tangential electric field is zero at its

surface Γ

n × (Eincident + Escattered) = 0 ⇔ −n × Eincident = n × Escattered. (2.19)

By virtue of a representation theorem for the fields we can compute the scattered

fields in every point exterior to the scatterer [67]

Escattered(y) = iωµ0

∫

Γ

Gk(x − y)JΓ(x)ds(x) +
i

ωε0
∇y

∫

Γ

G(x − y)divΓJΓ(x)ds(x),

where y ∈ R
3 − S and

Hscattered(y) = roty

∫

Γ

Gk(x − y)JΓ(x)ds(x), y ∈ R
3 − S,

where

Gk(x − y) =
eik|x−y|

4π|x − y| , (2.20)

represents the free-space Green’s function fundamental solution to the Helmholtz

operator −∆ − k2 satisfying the Sommerfeld radiation condition

∂ru − iku = o(1/r) with r = |x|.

Putting both sides of (2.18) together and restricting the observation point to the

���������������������
���������������������
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Figure 2.2: Source and observation points.
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surface of the conducting object Γ yields the EFIE

−n × Eincident =

= n ×
[
iωµ0

∫

Γ

Gk(x − y)JΓ(x)ds(x) +
i

ωε0
∇y

∫

Γ

G(x − y)divΓJΓ(x)ds(x)

]
,

where ∇y and divΓ are the gradient with respect to the observation point y and the

surface divergence of a vector field tangent to Γ with respect to the source point

x, respectively. The EFIE expresses the relation between the incident electric field

outside the scatterer and the unknown induced surface current JΓ.

This form of the EFIE is called the mixed-potential form (MPIE). This equation

involves an integral operator with a Cauchy singularity which we will overcome by

means of a vector integral identity. As it is well known, the EFIE holds true for

both open and closed structures. For open surfaces or when the surface becomes

very thin, such as wires or antennas, only the EFIE can be used.

The magnetic counterpart of the EFIE is the Magnetic Field Integral Equation

(MFIE). Both integral equations suffer from interior resonances, or in terms of their

numerical solution, the solutions to the EFIE and MFIE are not unique when ana-

lyzing scattering at frequencies that are close to the interior resonances of the body.

This phenomena has in general a negative impact on the convergence in the numer-

ical computation to be presented along the sequel. In the case of closed surfaces

the Combined Field Integral Equation (CFIE) may be used. This integral equation

consists of a linear combination of the EFIE and the MFIE and does not suffer from

internal resonances [70]. Along the sequel we will concentrate on the EFIE since it

allows us to consider structures with antennas and open surfaces.

2.2.3 Numerical Solution of the EFIE

In order to solve the EFIE we introduce a variational formulation where only first

derivatives of the unknown JΓ appear. Multiplying by a test surface current J ′
Γ and

using the Stokes formula on Γ we obtain
∫

Γ

∫

Γ

Gk(x − y)

(
JΓ(x) · J ′

Γ(y) − 1

k2
divΓJΓ(x)divΓJ ′

Γ(y)

)
ds(x)ds(y) =

=
i

kZ0

∫

Γ

Eincident(x) · J ′
Γ(x)ds(x). (2.21)

Note again that in the weak formulation only the Green function itself is involved,

therefore we encounter only a weak singular kernel unlike what occurred in the

strong formulation presented above.

In this work we will not address the question of solution spaces for this weak formu-

lation nor will we discuss the existence or uniqueness of solutions. For this question
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we point to [67].

Following the Galerkin approach (sometimes called method of moments in the engi-

neering community) we discretize the equation by expanding the unknown surface

current JΓ(x) by means of the basis functions Ψi(x), i = 1, 2, . . .N .

JΓ(x) =

N∑

i=1

xiΨi(x). (2.22)

The expansion coefficients {xi}i=1,2...N , referred to as edge currents, are defined for

each non-boundary edge of the discretized surface. These edges can be interpreted

to be the normal component of the current flowing through an edge. For boundary

edges, the edge currents are zero.

If we substitute the above expansion in (2.22) and take the inner product of the

resulting expressions with each test function Ψi, we obtain a linear system of equa-

tions, where the expansion coefficients {xi}i=1,2...N are the unknowns.

The entries in the coefficient matrix are surface integrals and have the form

Aij =

∫

Γ

∫

Γ

Gk(x − y)

(
Ψi(x) · Ψj(y) − 1

k2
divΓΨi(x)divΓΨj(y)

)
ds(x)ds(y).

The right hand side reads

bj =
i

kZ0

∫

Γ

Eincident(x) · Ψj(x)ds(x). (2.23)

In this fashion we obtain the following linear system of equations

Ax = b, (2.24)

where A is the impedance matrix, b is the voltage vector and x represents the

unknown current vector.

The resulting linear system for the EFIE is complex symmetric (note that we have

taken the set of basis functions also as test functions) but non-hermitian. Due to

the global coupling of the induced currents in the problem the resulting matrix is

dense.

In the MoM (Method of Moments) code, courtesy of EADS Bremen, used for this

thesis the basis functions are the Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG)[72]. The structure to

be analyzed is approximated by planar triangular patches which have the ability to

conform to any geometrical surface of boundary.
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2.2.4 Some Aspects of the EFIE as Operator

As we are interested in solving the EFIE numerically, it is necessary to point out

some initial features of the underlying continuous operator that the discrete coun-

terpart will also reflect.

We can write the EFIE in operator form as

L(J) = −n × Eincident,

where the right hand side represents the excitation vector (incident electric field).

The operator L is a linear integro-differential operator and in particular a Fredholm

operator of the first kind. This kind of operators are related to so-called ill-posed

problems. Solving Fredholm integrals of the first kind with smooth kernels is an

ill-conditioned problem since the singular values quickly decay to zero [50]. Unlike

the usual preconditioning techniques used in the electromagnetic context which try

to move the whole spectrum of the discretized operator A, in the context of ill-posed

problems one seeks a preconditioner that improves only a part of the singular value

spectrum of A and leaves the remaining singular values unchanged [50].

It is also well-known that a non-singular or even weakly-singular integrable kernel

corresponds to a compact operator. In this sense the fact that the EFIE involves a

singular kernel may be considered as a nice feature of the equation at least as far as

its numerical solution is concerned. Unfortunately, this singular kernel accounts also

for an increasing condition number as the number of unknowns in the discretized

problem grows, even away from resonances.

Nevertheless, the first part of the EFIE represents a compact operator and conse-

quently the eigenvalues always cluster in the vicinity of the origin. As a result, when

this part of the operator dominates, we are faced with the clustering of the eigen-

values in an extremely inconvenient region for the convergence of iterative methods.

It is also important to note that within the numerical solution of the EFIE two forms

of the equation are considered. For the MoM, the version already presented is used,

whereas for the MLFMM (Multilevel Fast Multipole Method), to be presented in

the next chapter, an alternative form is used with a strongly singular kernel, namely

−n × Eincident = n ×
[
iωµ0

∫

Γ

(
I +

∇∇·
k2

)
Gk(x − y)JΓ(x)ds(x)

]
. (2.25)

The reason for this situation will become clear along the sequel.
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2.2.5 The Electrical Size of a Scatterer

In the context of electromagnetic scattering one of the most relevant features of

the scatterer is its electrical size. It relates the frequency of the incoming plane

wave and its physical size. In particular, the electrical size of the object of interest

is expressed in terms of the wavelength of the incoming field λ or alternatively,

invoking the relation between the former and the wave number k, as follows: the

electrical size ka of a test object is defined by the wave number k and the radius a

of the minimum sphere that fully encloses the test object. A scatterer is considered

electrically large if ka > 1 and electrically small if ka ≤ 1. In the sequel we will stick

to the former version and therefore we will provide, when relevant, the electrical size

in wavelengths. Moreover, whenever we refer to the size of a scatterer we will mean

the electrical size of it. Taking into account the previous lines, we could make a

target larger simply by increasing the frequency (and thus reducing the wavelength)

of the illuminating wave.
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Chapter 3

Fast Multipole Methods

3.1 Introduction

As we have seen in the last chapter, the method of moments leads to a linear system

of equations (2.24) with a complex dense matrix A. It is well known that in the

context of standard iterative methods the solution to the linear system of equations

obtained in the first chapter scales as O(N 2). Direct methods like Gaussian elimina-

tion are even worse requiring O(N 3) time, making it absolutely prohibitive for large

N . In the case of iterative methods, the most expensive operation in terms of CPU

is the matrix-vector product. The method we will present below will considerably

reduce both the computational and storage cost of this operation.

The Fast Multipole Method (FMM) was developed by V. Rokhlin [73] in the context

of the Poisson equation and gained fame with its application to the gravitational

N -body problem, made by L. Greengard [44, 43].

In order to introduce this method, we present a simplified case of application of the

FMM in one dimension. This example allows to explain the main features of the

FMM in a fashion we will need later on to develop its matrix form.

The FMM algorithm requires for the matrix-vector product O(N 3/2) (both memory

and CPU complexity), whereas the classical algorithm demands O(N 2). E. Darve

presented the MultiLevel Fast Multipole Method (MLFMM) in the context of the

Maxwell’s equations [26], further reducing the complexity to O(N log(N)). The ba-

sic idea of this method is to reduce the interactions due to the Green’s function in

the integral equations of the last chapter by developing the aforementioned function

and considering interaction between groups of basis functions rather than between

individual basis functions. The physical basis for the FMM is the fact that although

short-range interactions can be arbitrarily complex, long-range interactions are rel-

atively smooth, leading, in terms of matrices, to off-diagonal blocks which can be

well approximated by low-rank matrices. This is the point where the underlying

physics and mathematics meet each other. The first example below provides a good

explanation of the ideas underlying the FMM [26, 25].

15
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3.2 Simple Examples in 1-D

3.2.1 Introductory Example

Let us consider N points xi ∈ R distributed quasi-uniformly on [0, 1].

Suppose that the function f(xi, xj) (f : R2 → R) can be approximated by means

of a product, i.e., f(xi, xj) ≈ g(xi)h(xj). Let us analyze the cost of the following

products:

N∑

j=1

f(xi, xj)vj, i = 1, . . .N, v ∈ R
N . (3.1)

For each of the N points xi, we have to sum over j, that is, we have an O(N)

operation. The complexity of the product is thus O(N 2). In the second case,

namely for the decoupled product, we can write

N∑

j=1

f(xi, xj)vj =

N∑

j=1

g(xi)h(xj)vj = g(xi)

N∑

j=1

h(xj)vj, i = 1, . . . N, vj ∈ R. (3.2)

According to the last expression, we can compute the product in two steps. First

we evaluate

S =
N∑

j=1

h(xj)vj (3.3)

in O(N) operations and then, for each i, we calculate the product g(xi)S in O(N)

operations. Thus, we end up with an O(N) algorithm.

Let us consider the following matrix:

Mi j =

{
1

xi−xj
i 6= j

1 i = j.
(3.4)

We intend to accelerate the matrix-vector product Mv, where v is a given vector.

Consider a point xi and the following expression

N∑

j=1, j 6=i

1

xi − xj

vj. (3.5)

The point xi is called the observation point and the xj are the source points.

The principal idea of the method is the separation of variables i and j, that is, the
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decoupling of the points xi and xj.

The decoupling follows from a grouping of the points and the following formula

∞∑

n=0

ρn =
1

1 − ρ
, ρ ∈ (−1, 1). (3.6)

In order to regroup the points, we consider the following partition of the interval

[0, 1]: G1 =
[
0, 1

4

)
, G2 =

[
1
4
, 1

2

)
, G3 =

[
1
2
, 3

4

)
, G4 =

[
3
4
, 1
]
. Let Ck be the center of

the group Gk, with k ∈ {1, . . . , 4}.
If we take, for example, xi ∈ G1 and xj ∈ G3 ∪ G4, the formula (3.6) allows us to

rewrite the entries of the matrix M as

1

xi − xj

=
1

C1 − xj − (C1 − xi)
=

1

C1 − xj

∞∑

n=0

(
C1 − xi

C1 − xj

)n

. (3.7)

Assuming that |C1 − xi| ≤ |C1−xj |

2
, it follows that for a tolerance ε > 0 there exists

a number Lε, of order ln(ε−1)
ln(2)

, so that

∣∣∣∣∣
1

xi − xj
−

Lε∑

n=0

(C1 − xi)
n

(C1 − xj)n+1

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε
1

|xi − xj|
. (3.8)

The matrix-vector product reads now

∑

j/xj∈G3∪G4

Mi jvj =
∑

j/xj∈G3∪G4

1

xi − xj
vj

≈
∑

j/xj∈G3∪G4

Lε∑

n=0

(C1 − xi)
n

(C1 − xj)n+1
vj,

=

Lε∑

n=0

(C1 − xi)
n

∑

j/xj∈G3∪G4

vj

(C1 − xj)n+1
.

Remark 1

Observe that the relation (3.8) does not hold for xj ∈ G1 ∪ G2 since the condition

for convergence, |C1 − xi| < |C1 − xj| is not guaranteed. We need thus to distin-

guish between near interactions (xi and xj belong to neighbor groups) and far

interactions (xi and xj belong to groups which are not neighbors).

So far the FMM consists in accelerating the computations of far interactions, whereas

the near interactions remain unchanged. Summing up, we approximate the expres-

sion
N∑

j=1, j 6=i

1
xi−xj

vj by means of the following terms
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• Near interactions

N∑

j/xj∈G1∪G2 j 6=i

1

xi − xj
vj.

• Far interactions

Lε∑

n=0

(C1 − xi)
n

∑

j/xj∈G3∪G4

vj

(C1 − xj)n+1
.

Consider now the gain in applying the FMM for the calculation of the far inter-

actions. We do it in two steps. For each group Gk, for each n ∈ {1, . . . , Lε} we

compute the expression

Sn
k =

∑

j/xj∈Gfar(k)

vj

(Ck − xj)n+1
.

where Gfar(k) is the union of the groups which are not neighbors of Gk. Observe that

the expression above does not depend on i and that it represents the far contribution

common to all observation points xi in Gk. Further, it is enough to compute for

each group Gk and for each point xi of Gk the following expression

Lε∑

n=0

(Ck − xi)
nSn

k . (3.9)

The order of complexity of this method is O(N 3/2log(N)) [26, 25].

When the size of the groups is uniform, we call the method a one-level FMM. The

same procedure may be applied in each of the groups, leading to a multilevel method.

In order to illustrate the algorithm, we can interpret the first step as a transfer of

information from the source points xj to the center Ck of the observation group con-

sidered. The second step would be a transfer from the center Ck to the observation

point xk considered. See Figure 3.1.

For the decoupling we have considered above the center of the observation group Ck.

In other cases we may accomplish the decoupling between Ck and xj by introducing

the center of the source groups. This approach allows further improvement in the

complexity. See Figure 3.2.

A different point of view consists in regarding the method as a compression algorithm

for the matrix M. The basic idea in this approach is to understand the algorithm

as a low-rank approximation of the far interactions. Indeed, if we consider

Lε∑

n=0

(C − xi)
n

(C − xj)n+1
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Ck

xk1 xj1
xj2

Cj

xj3

Figure 3.1: Interpretation of the FMM.

Ck

xk xj1 xj2

Cj

xl1

Cl

Figure 3.2: Interpretation of the FMM considering the centers of source

groups.

for xi ∈ C1 and xj ∈ C4, the rank of the block (C1, C4) has the order of 1 + Lε and

not of N (we supposed the xi to be uniformly distributed on [0, 1], namely in each

group the number of elements has the order O(N)). This is the point of view we

will pursue in this work. In particular, we will try to compress the far-field of M so

as to obtain an approximation to this matrix which can be efficiently stored.

Unfortunately, the possibility of approximating the matrix by means of low-rank

matrices has been possible due to properties of the function 1/x for x � 1. If

we consider the Taylor series more in detail, we arrive at the conclusion that the

performance of this algorithm depends on the following property: the derivatives of

the kernel function decrease more and more rapidly as the degree of the derivative

grows.

This kind of approximation is not applicable in the context of oscillating kernels

as is the case of the Maxwell’s Equations. For these equations we will use an

approximation in terms of plane waves as we will see in Section 3.3.

The next section explains how the low-rank approximation to the matrix resulting

from the Galerkin process is constructed. There we will consider again a simple 1D

case but this time getting nearer to the problem we are interested in, namely the

numerical solution of the EFIE. It is a representative example for the techniques

we want to present in this thesis in that it justifies the concept of approximation

mentioned above. The next section follows [7].
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3.2.2 Model Integral Equation in 1D

We consider the following one-dimensional Fredholm equation of the first kind

f(x) =

∫ 1

0

log|x − y|u(y)dy, x ∈ [0, 1], (3.10)

for a suitable f : [0, 1] → R. We look for a function u : [0, 1] → R that satisfies the

equation on [0, 1].

The kernel K(x, y) = log|x−y| in the domain [0, 1]×[0, 1] is singular on the diagonal

and following the ideas of the introductory example to the fast multipole method,

we try a Taylor expansion of the kernel.

0
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1
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1
−5
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−1

−0.5

0

Figure 3.3: The function K(·, ·) on [0, 1] × [0, 1].

Let I = [a, b] and J = [c, d] be two disjoint intervals on [0, 1] with c > b and consider

I × J on [0, 1] × [0, 1]. On this subdomain K(·, ·) is not singular. That is the very

same situation as in the second form of the EFIE presented in the first chapter.

As soon as we leave the diagonal the difficulties arising from the singularity in the

kernel disappear. The following lemma provides us with the derivatives of K(·, ·).
As in the previous example, we have again a very strong decay in the derivatives.

Lemma 2

The derivatives of K(·, ·) for x 6= y and p ∈ N are
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∂pK(x, y)

∂xp
= (−1)p−1(p − 1)!(x − y)−p

∂pK(x, y)

∂yp
= (p − 1)!(x − y)−p

We consider the Taylor series of x 7→ K(x, y) in x0 = a+b
2

. The next lemma estab-

lishes the convergence of the Taylor series.

Lemma 3

For each k ∈ N the truncated Taylor series

K̃(x, y) =
k−1∑

j=0

1

j!

∂pK(x0, y)

∂xp
(x − x0)

j (3.11)

approximates the kernel K(·, ·) on the interval [a, b] with the following error

|K(x, y) − K̃(x, y)| ≤ |x0 − a|
|c − b|

(
1 +

|c − b|
|x0 − a|

)−k

. (3.12)

Proof

For x ∈ [a, b] and y ∈ [c, d] the remainder of the Taylor series can be estimated by

|K(x, y) − K̃(x, y)| =

∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑

j=k

(−1)j−1 (j − 1)!

j!

(
x − x0

x0 − y

)j
∣∣∣∣∣

≤
∞∑

j=k

∣∣∣∣
x − x0

x0 − y

∣∣∣∣
j

≤
∞∑

j=k

( |x0 − a|
|x0 − a| + |c − b|

)j

=
|x0 − a|
|c − b|

(
1 +

|c − b|
|x0 − a|

)−k

2

We point out that the Taylor expansion has in fact decoupled our integral kernel,

decoupling the influence of x on y. Further note the inherent rank-deficiency indi-

cated by (3.11), that will be also present in the resulting matrix.

From the error estimation we see that the radius of convergence covers the interval

[a, b] and that for c → b the estimate for the remainder worsens arbitrarily. Recall
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the situation addressed by Remark 1. Even though this fact is what we naturally

would expect, it admits another reading, namely we should get nearer to the singu-

larity with decreasing steps if we want to control our estimation. This is the idea of

the multilevel approach.

Following [41] we introduce a stronger condition for the disjointness of the intervals,

namely the admissibility condition

diam(I) ≤ dist(I, J). (3.13)

It is easy to see that if the admissibility condition (3.13) is fulfilled, the approxima-

tion error (3.12) can be bounded uniformly.

Low-Rank Approximation of Matrix Blocks

We consider a Galerkin discretization scheme onto a n-dimensional space Vn =

span{φ0, . . . , φn−1}. Let the set I = {0, . . . , n − 1} contains the indices of the basis

functions φi used above. As basis functions we consider piecewise constant functions

uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. Dividing I in two sets t, s and defining

τ :=
⋃

i∈t

supp φi, σ :=
⋃

i∈s

supp φi,

we can obtain a low-rank approximation of the matrix blocks by using the degenerate

kernel K̃ =
k−1∑
ν=0

gν(x)hν(y) for the indices (i, j) ∈ t × s provided τ × σ satisfies the

admissibility condition (3.13), i.e., diam(τ) ≤ dist(τ, σ).

In this case the kernel in

Gij =

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

φi(x)K(x, y)φj(y)dydx (3.14)

can be replaced by K̃. This yields the following expression for the matrix entries in

G̃

G̃ij =

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

φi(x)
k−1∑

ν=0

gν(x)hν(y)φj(y)dydx

=

k−1∑

ν=0

(∫ 1

0

φi(x)gν(x)dx

)(∫ 1

0

φj(y)hν(y)dy

)
.

The submatrix G̃|t×s can be interpreted in this manner as G̃|t×s = ABT , A ∈
Rt×{0,...,k−1}, B ∈ Rs×{0,...,k−1} with

Aiν =

∫ 1

0

φi(x)gν(x)dx, Bjν =

∫ 1

0

φj(y)hν(y)dy.
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Note that the rank of the matrix ABT is k independently of the cardinality of t and

s. It is not difficult to see that the elementwise error is uniformly bounded, namely

|Gij − G̃ij| ≤ n−23−k. We can also obtain an uniform bound for the error

||G − G̃||F ≤ n−13−k.

We consider this particular example with n = 800 (basis functions), Taylor expan-

sion of order 4 and a minimal block size of 5. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the matrix

divided in near and far-field, respectively together with its rank-map, that is the

rank distribution on a recursive partition of the basis functions. For the computa-

tion of the matrix we have used the library developed by the first two authors in

[7], named HLib. Note the extremely strong decay in the rank of the off-diagonal

Figure 3.4: Near- and far-field in the 1D integral equation.

blocks that allows us to compress very efficiently the far-field part of the matrix.

Also it deserves to be pointed out how an increasing number of levels in the recur-

sion reduces the amount of near-field. As we implicitly mentioned above, the blocks

in the near-field part of the matrix have full rank, making impossible any kind of

compression without forfeiting the accuracy.

The difference in the 2-norm between the matrix A arising from the discretization

of (3.10) and the corresponding HSS representation is 4.1484e-08.

Table 3.1 shows the ranks of the off-diagonal blocks in a 6 level bisection of the

matrix resulting from the discretization of (3.10). Note the slow growth of the ranks

with respect to the size of the block.
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Figure 3.5: Rank map for matrix arising from the discretization of

(3.10).

Block-size N Rank of the N × N block % of full rank

400 30 7.5

200 27 13.5

100 23 23

50 19 38

25 15 60

13 11 84.7

Table 3.1: Rank of the blocks in a 800 × 800 matrix for 3.10.

The information Table 3.1 conveys is the following. Let us consider in Figure 3.5

the submatrix on the right corner depicted in light gray. This submatrix has the

size 400. If it were full rank, it would have rank equal to 400 but as the rank is

only 30 we have thus 7.5 percent of the full rank. Figure 3.5 allows us to illustrate

the previously mentioned strong decay of the rank in the off-diagonal blocks of the

matrix.

The next section presents briefly the most important features of the FMM with

especial emphasis on what we will need to express the algorithm in terms of matrices.
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3.3 Approximation of the Integral Kernel in the

FMM

In the previous example we carried out a Taylor expansion of the integral kernel to

construct the low-rank approximation of the far field. In this section we will try

again to decouple our kernel but this time by means of an expansion in plane waves.

In particular, the next theorem is the fundamental pillar for the construction of the

FMM. For the results below we note that

cos(u, v) = 〈 u

|u|,
v

|v|〉 (3.15)

where < ·, · > denotes the scalar product.

Theorem 4

The Green kernel eik|r0|

|r0|
, where r0 ∈ R3, admits an “ expansion” in terms of plane

waves

eik|r0+r|

|r0 + r| = lim
l→∞

∫

S2

eik<s,r>Tl,r0
(s)ds, (3.16)

where

Tl,r0
(s) = ik

l∑

m=0

(2m + 1)im

4π
h(1)

m (k|r0|)Pm(cos(s, r0)) (3.17)

for every r ∈ R
3 such that |r| < |r0|. Pm stands for a Legendre polynomial and

h
(1)
m is a spherical Hankel function of the first kind. S2 is the unity sphere and the

function Tl,r0
(s) is called transfer function.

For an interpretation of the integration against Tl,r0
as a convolution with a function

of type sinus cardinal and a proof of this theorem see [26].

With the expansion of the integral kernel and the introductory example in 1D in

mind, we can now write the basic expression for the FMM algorithm.

We consider two circles S1 and S2 with void intersection. We will demote their

centers by C1 and C2 and their radii by R1, R2, respectively. Further let x1, x2 be

two arbitrary points of S1 and S2, respectively.

Let us define r0 = C1 − C2 and r = x1 − C1 + C2 − x2. This yields for (3.16)

eik|x1−x2|

|x1 − x2|
= lim

l→∞

∫

S2

eik<s,x1−C1>Tl,r0
(s)e−ik<s,x2−C2>ds. (3.18)
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Let us discretize the integral over S2 for a finite l. To this end denote the directions

of discretization by sp and the weights for the quadrature by ωp. This yields

eik|x1−x2|

|x1 − x2|
∼
∑

p

ωpe
ik<sp,x1−C1>Tl,r0

(s)e−ik<sp,x2−C2>ds. (3.19)

Observe that, as in the introductory example, we have achieved a separation of

variables, thus we may develop a fast algorithm out of this formula. We omit the

details concerning how to choose a reasonable l and how to integrate numerically

(3.18). For the details we point again to [26].

The results above allows us to formulate a one level FMM.

3.4 One Level FMM

We consider a surface Γ of a PEC (Perfectly Electric Conductor) scatterer S. Let us

assume further that on Γ a surface current has been induced by an incident electro-

magnetic field. Suppose we have N points xi uniformly distributed on Γ and that

we subdivide the surface in
√

N boxes (sometimes in the sequel we will call them

also groups). We denote these boxes by Pr. Consequently, each box Pr will contain√
N points.

Let us further denote by Cr the center and by Rr the radius of the box Pr, respec-

tively. Moreover, we define the radius of Pr as follows

Cr

Cs

xr
xs

Ps

Pr

Figure 3.6: Boxes Pr and Ps.

Rr = max
xi∈Pr

|xi − Cr|. (3.20)
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The following parameter α > 1 serves as criterion to define whether Ps and Pr are

neighbors (compare with 3.13)

Ps and Pr are neighbors ⇔ |Cr − Cs| ≤ α(Rr + Rs). (3.21)

Let us introduce the matrix counterpart M of matrix M presented in Chapter 1 for

the electromagnetic context

Mi j =

{
eik|xi−xj |

|xi−xj |
i 6= j

1 i = j
(3.22)

The matrix M can be decomposed following the scheme above, namely M = M far +

Mnear where

Mfar
i j =

{
0 xi and xj belong to neighbor boxes

Mi j otherwise
(3.23)

and the obvious definition for Mnear. Mnear is formed within the method of mo-

ments, whereas the M far is built by means of the FMM. The expression (3.19) allows

us to compress the matrix as we indicated in the introductory example. Unlike in the

example opening this chapter, we define below the main components of the FMM

we will need in the sequel. Recall that we are interested in a fast matrix-vector

product algorithm for u = M farv. With this goal in mind and reviewing the steps

already mentioned, we

• create the radiation functions Fr(sp) for each box Pr. These are defined as

follows

Fr(sp) =
∑

xj∈Pr

vje
ik<sp,Cr−xj> (3.24)

• calculate the transfer functions. For this purpose we define

Gr(sp) =
∑

Pt far from Pr

Ft(sp)Tl,Cr−Ct
(sp), (3.25)

where “far from” means that the boxes Ps and Pr are not neighbors.

• obtain the value of ui

ui =
∑

sp

ωpGr(sp)e
ik<sp,xi−Cr>. (3.26)
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It is not difficult to check that the steps listed above lead to the desired matrix-

vector product. For a proof see [26].

Supposing the points to be uniformly distributed over the surface, the memory and

CPU complexity for the FMM scales as O(N 3/2) [24, 26].

3.5 Multilevel Fast Multipole Method

The Multi Level Fast Multipole Method(MLFMM) allows to obtain a complexity of

order O(N logN), both for memory and CPU.

In this method the quadrature points on the surface of the scatterer are grouped into

a hierarchy of boxes with a characteristic Al length that allows us to identify the

level. The fact that our kernel becomes smoother with increasing distance suggests

a grouping based on spatial proximity. In order to distinguish between far-field and

near-field interactions we use the relative group sizes or levels and their separation.

Hence the interaction between well separated groups can be computed using a far-

field approximation. We point out that for well-separated groups we compute the

interactions among them as groups, whereas for closely located groups we compute

the interactions among them at the level of individual basis functions. We insist on

this issue because in a forthcoming chapter we will try to see part of the near-field

as a sort of near far-field.

In order to implement the MLFMM algorithm, the entire object is enclosed into a

cube, which is partitioned into eight smaller cubes. Each sub-cube is then recursively

subdivided into smaller cubes until the edge length of the smallest cube is about

half the wavelength of the illuminating plane wave. Cubes at all levels are indexed

and only nonempty cubes are recorded in the hierarchical data structure. This kind

of recursion generates what is widely known as oct-tree [4]. In the sequel we will call

the leaves, i.e., the leaf-boxes, of the resulting oct-tree also the MLFMM groups.

Similarly, the previously mentioned boxes in the MLFMM algorithm will be often

called groups.

3.6 A Matrix Representation of the FMM

In the literature several attempts can be found that express the MLFMM algorithm

in terms of matrices. See [85, 11].

We consider the surface of a PEC scatterer, on which an incident electric field gives
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Figure 3.7: Oct-tree for three levels.

rise to a surface current. Let us suppose that we have N points {xi}N
i=1. The points

on the surface of the scatterer are called Gauss quadrature points since we are dealing

with an integral equation and the application of the method of moments demands

numerical integration.

These N points are divided in M groups B1, . . . , BM with the corresponding center

points X1, . . . , XM .

The points living in the group Bi are xi
1, . . . , x

i
mi

and m1 + . . . + mM = N.

Adopting the same notation as for (3.18), for |d| < |R| we obtain

eik|R+d|

|R + d| ∼ ik

K∑

k=1

ωke
ik<sk,d>Tl,R(sk), (3.27)

where {sk}K
k=1 are discrete directions on the sphere S2 and {ωk}K

k=1 the corresponding

quadrature weights.

The FMM thus approximates eik|R+d|

|R+d|
locally by superposing a finite number of plane

waves with direction of propagation sk and amplitude Tl,R(sk) [26].

Tl,R(s) =
1

4π

l∑

m=0

im(2m + 1)h(1)
m (k|R|)Pm(cos(s, R)). (3.28)

Taking R = X − Y we have a kernel splitting:

eik|x−y|

|x − y| ≈
K∑

k=1

ωke
ik<sk,(x−X)>Tl,R(sk)e

ik<sk,(Y −y)>. (3.29)

For two well separated points xi
1 and xj

1 in the groups i and j the formula, with

Rij = Xi − Xj, yields

eik|xi
1
−xj

1
|

|xi
1 − xj

1|
≈

K∑

k=1

ωmeik<sk,(xi
1−Xi)>Tl,Rij

(sk)e
ik<sk,(Xj−xj

1
)>. (3.30)
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In order to obtain a matrix form of the FMM algorithm, we follow [26]. There we

find how to carry out a product with the far-field matrix and a vector. The matrix

M is decomposed as M = M far +Mnear according to the distance of the boxes. We

compress the M far matrix by means of the FMM.

The author in [26] computes the matrix-vector product, u = M farv, summing in

the quadrature points. A matrix-vector product with the matrix

M far =

(
eik|xi−xj |

|xi − xj|

)

i,j

− Mnear (3.31)

is carried out factorizing the M far matrix.

��

��

�� 	


���
.

Downwards

Anterpolation

Shifting

Upwards

Interpolation

Shifting

Figure 3.8: Processes involved in the MLFMM [74].

Figure 3.8 shows a graphical representation of the multilevel algorithm with the

increasing number of directions in S2 to perform the numerical integration as the

size of the boxes increases. In order to represent the FMM algorithm in terms of

matrices, we need to follow the steps mentioned above and find its matrix counter-

part.

We need radiation functions for every box. For this purpose, we build a matrix Vi

with K columns (as many as directions in the sphere) and mi rows (the number of

points in Bi.
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Vi :=




w1e
iks1·(Xi−xi

1
) w2e

iks2·(Xi−xi
1
) . . . wKeiksK ·(Xi−xi

1
)

w1e
iks1·(Xi−xi

2) w2e
iks2·(Xi−xi

2) . . . wKeiksk·(Xi−xi
2)

...
...

...

w1e
iks1·(Xi−xi

mi
) w2e

iks2·(Xi−xi
mi

) . . . wKeiksK ·(Xi−xi
mi

)


 (3.32)

The acceleration of the matrix-vector product is due to the fact that several basis

functions close to each other can use the same translation operator to transfer their

contributions to another area holding other basis functions. For this reason, we

express the transfer function as a diagonal matrix that scales the whole matrix Vi.

In other words, the transfer depends only on the distance between the centers of the

boxes.

For a1, a2, . . . , an ∈ C we define the diagonal matrix

diag1≤m≤n(am) :=




a1 0 · · · 0

0 a2 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 · · · an


 .

It yields

Ti,j := diag1≤k≤K

(
Tl,Rij

(sk)
)
.

For boxes i and j, that do not couple via the FMM we have Ti,j = 0. Coupling via

FMM means here that the groups are not neighbors. Finally we define

Wj :=




eiks1·(x
j
1
−Xj) eiks1·(x

j
2
−Xj) . . . eiks1·(x

j
mj

−Xj)

eiks2·(x
j
1
−Xj) eiks2·(x

j
2
−Xj) . . . eiks2·(x

j
mj

−Xj)

...
...

...

eiksK ·(xj
1
−Xj) eiksK ·(xj

2
−Xj) . . . eiksK ·(xj

mj
−Xj)




.

The matrix form for the interaction between two groups i and j far enough from

each other is the following

Mij ≈ ViTijWj. (3.33)

Note that the size of Mij is mi × mj. As an example, we can factorize the block of

the far-field matrix corresponding to the block G1G4 of the introductory example in
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Section 2 of this chapter.




eik|x1
1
−x4

1
|

|x1
1
−x4

1
|

. . . . . . e
ik|x1

1
−x4

m4
|

|x1
1
−x4

m4
|

eik|x1
2
−x4

1
|

|x1
2
−x4

1
|

. . . . . . e
ik|x1

2
−x4

m4
|

|x1
2
−x4

m4
|

...
...

...

e
ik|x1

m1
−x4

1
|

|x1
m1

−x4
1
|

. . . . . . e
ik|x1

m1
−x4

m4
|

|x1
m1

−x4
m4

|




≈ V1T14W4.

The factorization of the whole far-field can be obtained by introducing previously

the following block diagonal matrix for the matrices V1, V2, . . . , Vp

diag1≤i≤p(Vi) := diag(V1, V2, . . . , Vp) :=




V1 0 . . . 0

0 V2 . . . 0
...

...
...

0 0 . . . Vp


 . (3.34)

The aforementioned factorization yields for an integer p (depending on the number

of groups)

M far = diag(V1, V2, . . . , Vp) T diag(W1, W2, . . . , Wp) (3.35)

with

T =




T1,1 T1,2 . . . T1,p

T2,1 T2,2 . . . T2,p

...
...

...

Tp,1 Tp,2 . . . Tp,p


 . (3.36)

Back to the introductory example at the beginning of this chapter we would have

in one level in 1D the following far-field

M far = diag(V1, V2, V3, V4)




0 0 T1,3 T1,4

0 0 0 T2,4

T3,1 0 0 0

T4,1 T4,2 0 0


 diag(W1, W2, W3, W4).(3.37)

The single level MLFMM can be considered as an approximate factorization

M ≈ Mnear + diag(V1, V2, V3, V4)




0 0 T1,3 T1,4

0 0 0 T2,4

T3,1 0 0 0

T4,1 T4,2 0 0


 diag(W1, W2, W3, W4).
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The computational advantages come from the fact that the far interactions are

represented by a product of three sparse matrices. The matrices {Vi}i=1,...,4 represent

the far-field radiation pattern of the sources in the j − th group. The Tij matrices

are the translation operators and map outgoing plane waves radiated away from the

j − th group to incoming plane waves received by the i− th group. These operators

are computed from a series that is related to the field radiated by multipoles giving

the algorithm its name.

This formula has a simple interpretation in terms of Figure 3.9. This figure shows the

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

��

��

X1

XM

x

x∗

Figure 3.9: Basic idea of the FMM

fundamental idea underlying the FMM, namely to compute the interactions between

groups instead of individuals based on the physically reasonable assumption that the

interaction between x and x∗ or in general every point x and x∗ sufficiently near to

the respective center of its box, X1 and XM , can be well approximated considering

the interactions between the centers of the boxes.

3.6.1 Multilevel FMM

The introduction of more levels adds more complexity to describe the FMM in terms

of matrices. To this end let Lmax be the maximum number of levels in the oct-tree.

Following again [26] it is possible to reconstruct the complete far-field of M according
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to the following recursive rule

M = M far
1 + Mnear

1

Mnear
1 = Mfar

2 + Mnear
2

Mnear
2 = Mfar

3 + Mnear
3

...

Mnear
Lmax−1 = Mfar

Lmax
+ Mnear

Lmax

Only at the level Lmax do we have a factorization as in the previous section (no need

Figure 3.10: Far-field component colored according to the different lev-

els.

of transfers). For the other levels we have to transport the information through

the different levels until we come to the level where the groups involved couple

via MLFMM. In the level where the coupling takes place, the previously mentioned

transfer occurs. Unlike in the single level FMM, coupling here is a synonym of being

in the interaction list. Following [26] we have that the Interaction Set(n) = {groups

i such that i is a child of a neighbor of parent(n) but i is not itself a neighbor of n}
We need to compute an interaction set for every box in every level. In other words,

the far-field for a box is decomposed in the different interaction lists on the different

levels. Recall that we consider the leaves level as the lowest level in the oct-tree.

Let us materialize these steps in matrices. Remind that in order to represent the

interactions between a pair of groups in the matrix we view their descendants in

the tree down to the lowest level and the interactions between the leaves boxes that

build them are considered. From the leaves level we transfer the information up in
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the tree via interpolation until the coupling takes place according to the pertaining

interaction set described above. From there we perform the down-sweep until the

leaves level again is reached.

Suppose we want to represent the submatrix pertaining the interaction between two

groups i (evaluation group) and j (source group) on level Lmax − 1 interacting on

this level. We look thus at the children of them (in 3D) on the lowest level with

indices i1, . . . , i8 and j1, . . . , j8, respectively.

The corresponding submatrix looks like

MLmax−1
i,j =




Mi1,j1 Mi1,j2 . . . Mi1,j8

Mi2,j1 Mi2,j2 . . . Mi2,j8
...

...
...

Mi8,j1 Mi8,j2 . . . Mi8,j8


 . (3.38)

We have to compute the radiation functions at the lowest level (L = Lmax) for the

children of the group j. Let Xj, Xi be the centers of the groups j and i at level L−1,

respectively. Instead of computing the radiation functions of the group j on level

L − 1, Wj, we compute them using the radiation functions of its children and then

applying interpolation and translation. In this fashion we save computing time.

To this end let us arrange the matrix accordingly as Wj = (W 1
j , W 2

j , . . . , W 8
j ), where

W l
j =




eiksL−1

1
·(xj

1
−Xj) eiksL−1

1
·(x

jl
2
−Xj) . . . e

iksL−1

1
·(x

jl
mjl

−Xj)

eiksL−1

2
·(x

jl
1
−Xj) eiksL−1

2
·(x

jl
2
−Xj) . . . e

iksL
2
−1·(x

jl
mjl

−Xj)

...
...

...

e
iksL−1

kL−1
·(x

jl
1
−Xj) e

iksL−1

kL−1
·(x

jl
2
−Xj) . . . e

iksL−1

kL−1
·(x

jl
mjl

−Xj)




. (3.39)

After we compute the radiation functions of the children of group j at level L as

above, we apply the interpolation operator and the translation to the center of

the father, Xj. We denote the matrix holding the radiation functions for a child

of group j by W̃ l
j and the interpolation operator by IL−1

L . We will call EL−1
jl,j

=

diag1≤m≤kL−1

(
eiksL−1

m ·(Xjl
−Xj)

)
the translation operator. Reminiscent of the notation

for the center of group j, Xjl
will represent the center of the group jl.

These formulas yield the representation of each W l
j

W l
j = EL−1

jl,j
IL−1

L W̃ l
j . (3.40)

The assumption that the interaction between the groups i (evaluation group) and j

(source group) takes place on level Lmax − 1 leads to a transfer on this very level by

means of the corresponding transfer function

Ti,j = diag1≤m≤kL−1

(
T L−1

l,Rij
(sL−1

m )
)

. (3.41)
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In case the interaction took place on a higher level λ, we would interpolate the

radiation functions computed on the finest levels up to level λ and transfer on this

level. In order to transfer the information to the finest level we use the transpose

of the interpolation operator, namely, the anterpolation operator [26, 22] after we

have translated to the center of every child.

The process of anterpolation is much more than a mere transpose of the interpolation

[26, 22]. In the latter, an implicit numerical integration is carried out on the surface

of the sphere on each level, as though we had uncoupled levels. As a matter of

fact, we could imagine the MLFMM algorithm as an arc beginning at the sender

group an ending at the receiving group. Remember that in the MLFMM only the

leaves communicate. In particular, the steps from the top of the arc to the bottom

carry out implicitly the integration on the sphere for each level and transfer the

information downwards, preparing the last integration at the leaves level.

It remains the computation of the receiving pattern for the group i, i.e., the matrix

C

C C

C

Level 2

Level 1

InterpolationAnterpolation

Transfer
Translation

Translation

Translation

Figure 3.11: Two-level MLFMM scheme.

Vi. As in the previous case, we will compute this pattern from that of its children.

For this purpose, we write the matrix Vi as follows

Vi =




V 1
i

V 2
i
...

V 8
i


 . (3.42)
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Each matrix V ν
i , ν = 1, . . . , 8, looks like

V ν
i =




wL−1
1 eiksL−1

1
·(Xi−xiν

1
) wL−1

2 eiksL−1

2
·(Xi−xiν

1
) . . . wL−1

kL−1
e

iksL−1

kL−1
·(Xi−xiν

1
)

wL−1
1 eiksL−1

1
·(Xi−xiν

2
) wL−1

2 eiksL−1

2
·(Xi−xiν

2
) . . . wL−1

kL−1
e

iksL−1

kL−1
·(Xi−xiν

2
)

...
...

...

wL−1
1 eiksL−1

1
·(Xi−x

il
miν

) wL−1
2 eiksL−1

2
·(Xi−x

il
miν

) . . . wL−1
kL−1

e
iksL

kL−1
·(Xi−xiν

miν
)




.(3.43)

Based on (3.43) we can create the corresponding matrices {Ṽiν}ν=8
ν=1 for the children

of group i at level L. In order to compute now the receiving pattern of group i at

level L − 1 let us define [22]

QL−1 = diag1≤m≤kL−1
(wL−1

m ), QL = diag1≤m≤kL

(
1

wL
m

)
. (3.44)

and so we may write

V ν
i = ṼiνQ

L(IL−1)T QL−1(EL−1
i,iν )H . (3.45)

Finally, using (3.40), (3.41) and (3.45) we obtain the matrix representation for the

block Miν ,jl
in (3.38)

ṼiνQ
L(IL−1)T QL−1(EL−1

i,iν )HTi,jE
L−1
jl,j

IL−1
L W̃ l

j . (3.46)

In the next chapter we will exploit a column space (row space) relation that holds

in the block-rows (block-columns) of the MLFMM matrix. In order to make it

apparent, let us turn our attention back to the introductory example of this chapter.

In particular, let us consider there the MLFMM matrix with 3 levels. As previously

seen, the matrix block of M that represents the interaction between two groups G11

and G21 at level 2 (See Figure 3.12) looks like

MG11G21
≈
(

V 1
1

V 2
1

)
T 2

1;2

(
W 1

2 W 2
2

)
=

(
V 1

1 T 2
1;2W

1
2 V 1

1 T 2
1;2W

2
2

V 2
1 T 2

1;2W
1
2 V 2

1 T 2
1;2W

2
2

)
. (3.47)

For the sake of comparison we factorize the matrices in the block which approximates

MG11G21
as

(
Ṽ 1

1 Q2(I1
2 )T Q1E1

1,11
T 2

1;2E
1
21
I1

2W̃
1
1 Ṽ 1

1 Q2(I1
2 )T Q1E1

1,11
T 2

1;2E
1
22
I1

2W̃
1
2

Ṽ 2
1 Q2(I1

2 )T Q1E1
1,12

T 2
1;2E

1
21
I1

2W̃
1
1 Ṽ 2

1 Q2(I1
2 )T Q1E1

1,12
T 2

1;2E
1
22
I1

2W̃
2
2

)
. (3.48)

Following the notation described in Figure 3.12 we can write (3.48) in the following

fashion

MG11G21
≈
(

MG111G211
MG111G212

MG112G211
MG112G212

)
. (3.49)
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Figure 3.12: Recursive subdivision of the interval [0,1].



Chapter 4

Hierarchically Semiseparable

Matrices

4.1 Introduction

As we have seen in the examples presented, it is often the case that blocks of matrices

resulting from the discretization of integral equations, though dense and apparently

full-rank, may be well approximated by low-rank matrices.

The advantages of such an approximation are extremely appealing in terms of

operations and storage. A matrix A ∈ Cm×n of rank r may be represented as

T =
r∑

i=1

uiv
H
i , ui ∈ Cm, vi ∈ Cn.

The storage of A requires r(n + m) units of memory and the matrix-vector product

would need only O(r(n + m)) operations against O(mn).

In many areas such as the numerical simulation of electromagnetic fields, poten-

tial theory, regularization methods for ill-posed problems, just to name a few, one

encounters matrices A ∈ Cm×n possessing large off-diagonal submatrices with the

property mentioned above. It is therefore reasonable to pursue this direction and

consider low-rank approximations to the off-diagonal blocks by means of algebraic

or analytical methods, like in the FMM algorithm. The improvement in terms of

operations and storage are in turn the basis for the widely-known as fast methods.

In fact, fast methods are also referred to as matrix compression algorithms.

In particular, and as shown in Subsection 3.2.2, the low-rank structure in the off-

diagonal blocks of the resulting matrix allowed us to approximate them very ac-

curately and uniformly by means of low-rank approximations, obtaining even an

exponential decay on the rank k.

This kind of phenomena had been previously observed in several areas and conforms

the basis for well known methods like the already mentioned FMM methods, the

H-matrices [48, 49, 41] or the mosaic-skeleton technique [38, 39].

In the attempt to characterize the observed matrix structure and provide fast opera-

tions for this type of matrices several streams of research emerged in the last twenty

years. Unfortunately these have been evolving scarcely aware of each other. As a

result, we encounter a realm of names for this and closely related matrix structures

and the operations related. In the sequel we will restrict our attention to a special

39
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type of semiseparable matrices [35, 31, 32, 28].

4.1.1 Semiseparable Matrices

The concept of semiseparable matrices was first introduced in [35]. Following [32]

we define

Definition 5

A matrix S = {sij}N
i,j=1 is called semiseparable of order n if

si j =





u(i)v(j) 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N,

p(i)q(j) 1 ≤ j < i ≤ N,

0 i = j

(4.1)

where

p=




p(1)
...

p(N)


, u=




u(1)
...

u(N)


 and q=[q(1), . . . , q(N)], v=[v(1), . . . , v(N)]

are, respectively, N×n and n×N matrices, p(k), u(k), 1 ≤ k ≤ N are n-dimensional

rows, q(k), v(k), 1 ≤ k ≤ N are n-dimensional columns.

We consider an N ×N matrix of the form R = D +S, where D is a diagonal matrix

and S = {si j}N
i,j=1 is a semiseparable matrix.

An alternative definition for semiseparability is the following [65].

Definition 6

A matrix S is called a lower (or upper) semiseparable matrix of semiseparability

rank r if all submatrices that can be taken out of the lower (upper) triangular part

of the matrix S have rank r and there exists at least one submatrix having rank r.

In [86] an comprehensive presentation not only of the origin of this matrix structure

but also detailed historical accounts on results related to semiseparable matrices are

given. The kind of matrices we are interested in are another variant of this struc-

ture, namely the Hierarchically SemiSeparable (HSS) matrices whose precursor, the

Sequentially SemiSeparable matrices (SSS), we will not treat here. See [28, 19] and
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the references therein for information about this class of matrices.

In the next section we will try to unravel the mystery around this structure and the

connection to the MLFMM algorithm and especially how the MLFMM matrix may

be understood as a special case of HSS matrix in which a particular expansion of

the Green function has been chosen.

A classical interpretation of the matrix-vector product via the MLFMM depicts the

algorithm as a communication network connecting the leaves in the oct-tree to each

other by means of hubs [22]. In the next section we will try to identify the matrices

representing the communication process and what the compression process in this

case means.

4.2 Hierarchically Semiseparable Matrices

We begin the section with what we will call in the sequel the HSS representation of

a matrix A [20].

Definition 7

The HSS representation of a matrix A in K levels consists of the following

sequences of matrices

{Di}2K

i=1, {UK;i}2K

i=1, {VK;i}2K

i=1, {{Rk;i}2k

i=1}K
k=1,

{{Wk;i}2k

i=1}K
k=1, {{Bk;2i−1,2i}2k−1

i=1 }K
k=1, {{Bk;2i,2i−1}}2k−1

i=1 }K
k=1. (4.2)

This set of matrices represents a data-sparse representation of A. In the sequel

we will often refer to, for example, the {UK;i}2K

i=1 matrices above simply as the U

matrices.

Combining these matrices appropriately we could efficiently recover A. In particular,

we could reconstruct each off-diagonal block of a hierarchical partition of A. In the

matrices above the first subscript represents the level in the hierarchy, whereas the

second one conveys information about the block-row (R matrices) and block-column

(W matrices), respectively, they are associated to. A possible way to construct the

HSS representation of A is the topic of the next section.

4.2.1 The Computation of the HSS representation outlined

The first step to construct the HSS representation in K levels is to define a parti-

tion of the matrix, i.e., a partition of the indices of the rows and columns of A. For
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the sake of simplicity let us suppose the matrix has been partitioned in 2K blocks

at level K, that is, we have m1, m2, . . . , m2K different partition sizes. The rule to

build the off-diagonal blocks comes as a certain path in a binary tree, the so-called

merge-tree, constructed out of the partition sizes {mi}i=2K

i=1 or more accurately, from

the hierarchical grouping of the indices of A.

Following the notation of [20] we denote νi =
i∑

j=1

mj. With this notation the i-th

leave in the tree contains the indices encompassed by νi−1+1 to νi, with ν0 = 0. The

hierarchical partition results from the association to non-leaf nodes of the indices of

their children. This process is depicted in Figure 4.1. In the sequel we will adopt the

following convention: the highest level or root will be level 0, whereas the leaf-nodes

of the tree will represent its lowest level. At this stage it is necessary to point out
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Figure 4.1: Merge-tree for the HSS structure with K=3. The leftmost

part of the merge-tree, i.e. the root, represents the highest level, whereas

the lowest level of the merge-tree appears on its rightmost part.

that the diagonal matrices, {Di}2K

i=1 in the HSS representation of a matrix arising in

the electromagnetic context previously presented, will be in charge of holding the

strong diagonal. We insist on this point since, as we mentioned before, in order this

HSS structure to be computable, strong interactions should be around the diagonal.
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This is not a problem in one or two dimensions but in three dimensional problems

the issue of (re)ordering the unknowns for this purpose is not that simple. Especially

for our problem the next picture shows that such a location of the dominant entries

in the matrix is far from being true. In particular, this small example corresponding

to the rectangular waveguide example (for details see the next chapter) shows that

without a suitable renumbering of the basis functions the HSS representation is of

no use since we cannot identify the presumably low-rank blocks.

Fortunately, the question of partitioning the matrix can be solved in an elegant way

if we consider in detail the MLFMM algorithm and especially the computation of the

near-field matrix. The latter takes place at the lowest level, i.e., on the leaves-level

of the associated oct-tree. Each leaf-node is thus a MLFMM group containing a set

of basis functions that will interact with nearby located groups to build the near-

field matrix. If we could order the unknowns in the impedance matrix accordingly,

it would yield a matrix, where the strong interactions are in fact located around the

diagonal. In other words, the numbering of the MLFMM groups can be adopted as

a rule to renumber the basis functions according to the group they belong to. We

will address this point later on.

The pictures in Figure 4.2 show the near-field matrix before and after reordering

the matrix according to the ordering of the MLFMM groups. More details about

the considered permutation will be provided in Chapter 6. Once we have reordered

Figure 4.2: Near-field matrix of the rectangular waveguide before and

after reordering according to the MLFMM groups.

the matrix according to the MLFMM groups, we know where the basis functions of

each group are located. Even more important is the fact that the far-field appears

in each block-row easily identifiable. At this stage we can establish the connection
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of the HSS representation with the matrix form of the MLFMM. At the end of the

last chapter we observed how the column-spaces of each block in a block-row were

related in the MLFMM matrix for the 1D example. In particular, we identified in

the blocks building the first block-row the matrix holding the column-space basis

for the whole block-row. This is a fundamental point in the construction of the HSS

representation and also in the MLFMM since it expresses algebraically something

we took for granted in the communication network interpretation of the MLFMM

algorithm. Note the fact that if we regard a block-row, the observation group is

always the same. Consequently the information reaches in a block-row the same

destination group.

Following the binary tree depicted in Figure 4.1 we would partition the matrix in

block-rows and block-columns respectively and compute, for example, a singular

value decomposition (SVD) of the matrices forming each block-row. More details

about the construction of the HSS representation and some important results con-

cerning the SVD will be provided in Chapter 6.

Hk;i =
(
Ak;i,1 Ak;i,2 · · · Ak;i,i−1 Ak;i,i+1 Ak;i,i+2 · · · Ak;i,2k

)
. (4.3)

Another point to mention is that unlike the HSS representation provided in [20], in

the case of complex symmetric matrices, a significant part of the matrices conforming

the HSS representation are no longer needed. That is the reason why we confine

ourselves to the block-rows and omit the row-space relations mentioned in [20].

The authors in [20] propose an O(N 2) algorithm for the computation of the HSS

representation based on SVDs. We will also follow [20] in this respect. Although the

SVD is widely known to be a very expensive algorithm for dense matrices it is also

known to provide the best rank-k approximation to a matrix if we compute only the

first, say, k-largest singular values of A of the corresponding block.

The crucial point in the computation of the HSS representation is the fact that the U

matrices are only computed on the lowest level K. In order to find the bases for the

column-spaces in the levels above K, we create small matrices that interpolate the

row-space and column-space bases, respectively. In particular, the aforementioned

interpolation process is the task the R and W matrices, respectively, carry out. The

symmetry of the impedance matrix accounts again for Rk;i = W̄k;i, where the bar

stands for complex conjugate.

The interpolation matrices satisfy the following relations

Uk;i =

(
Uk+1;2i−1Rk+1;2i−1

Uk+1;2iRk+1;2i

)
(4.4)

Vk;i =

(
Vk+1;2i−1Wk+1;2i−1

Vk+1;2iWk+1;2i

)
. (4.5)
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Figure 4.3: Low-rank factorization of the off-diagonal blocks.

The authors in [20] provide also a compact notation for the off-diagonal blocks that

allows us to represent them as depicted in Figure 4.3. The B matrices are respon-

sible for the transfer between siblings in the tree. They are easily recognizable as

the transfer operator we encountered in the MLFMM algorithm. The computation

of the B matrices will be addressed in Section 6.2.5.

4.2.2 Connection of the HSS Representation with the MLFMM

Matrix of the Introductory Example

As an example we provide the 3 × 3 leading principal submatrix of a 3 level HSS

matrix A. Note the subscripts of the U matrices respect to the block-row where

they appear and also the factorization of low-rank blocks by means of products of

matrices from the HSS representation




D1 U3;1B3;1,2V
H
3;2 U3;1R3;1B2;1,2W

H
3;3V

H
3;3 · · ·

U3;2B3;2,1V
H
3;1 D2 U3;2R3;2B2;1,2W

H
3;3V

H
3;3 · · ·

U3;3R3;3B2;2,1W
H
3;1V

H
3;1 U3;3R3;3B2;2,1W

H
3;2V

H
3;2 D3 · · ·

...
...

...


 .(4.6)

Observe, for example, the first block-row of the matrix above. The matrix U3;1

appears there on the left hand side of every entry throughout this block-row, thus

confirming the previously mentioned relation between the column-spaces in each

block-row. A similar relation can be observed, for example, in the first block-column

concerning the row-spaces. The matrix V H
3;1 appears on the right hand side of every
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entry on this block-column.

To conclude this chapter, note the resemblance of the matrix depicted above to the

matrix form of the MLFMM which was presented at the end of the third chapter.

In particular, the submatrix depicted in (3.48) would correspond to the following

submatrix whose first column appears on the right upper corner of (4.6)




· · · U3;1R3;1B2;1,2W
H
3;3V

H
3;3 U3;1R3;1B2;1,2W

H
3;4V

H
3;4 · · ·

· · · U3;2R3;2B2;1,2W
H
3;3V

H
3;3 U3;2R3;2B2;1,2W

H
3;4V

H
3;4 · · ·

...
...


 . (4.7)



Chapter 5

The Solution of the Linear System

5.1 Introduction

Preconditioners for electromagnetic scattering problems and further boundary inte-

gral equations (BIE) can be classified into two major categories: those which are

applied prior to the discretization and those which we use on the discretized form of

the problem. Usually the former are based on properties of the underlying physical

problem and may lead to a reformulation of the problem and/or the corresponding

BIE formulation while the latter come from matrix theory. Nevertheless, the bound-

ary between these categories is evidently extremely blurred since the derivation of

a suitable matrix preconditioner often, if not always, include considerations about

the underlying operator and in the end about the physical problem.

In this work we will concentrate on the second class of preconditioners, namely those

which play on the matrix theory level. This kind of preconditioner has the advan-

tage that it can be applied on the top of an existing code. In the case of industrial

applications where this code generally exists and only a preconditioner is required,

these kind of preconditioners are clearly preferred.

To obtain the solution vectors of the discretized problem, it is necessary to solve, in

general, a large dense indefinite system of complex valued linear equations. In the

three dimensional case the dimension of this coefficient matrix normally requires the

application of iterative methods in the solution process due to memory constraints

and the fact that in the MLFMM context we only have the sparse Anear and never

store Afar. Only for small targets (N < 10.000) a direct solution of the system

would not present a major problem. As soon as we want to address electrically

larger scatterers we are bound to use iterative techniques. An exception to this rule

is the direct solver based in the HSS representation of the matrix and in general

techniques that use a compressed storage of the system matrix. The former has

been applied successfully in two dimensional scattering problems [20]. Among these

methods we find the previously mentioned mosaic-skeleton approximation technique,

H-matrices and H2-matrices.

It is widely known that iterative methods generally have a O(N 2) complexity per

iteration, assuming implicitly the standard matrix-vector product. The matrix-

vector product operation represents the real bottleneck of the whole solution pro-

47
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cess. Therefore, we should aim at solving the system in as few iterations as possible.

Unfortunately for many realistic problems like the rectangular waveguide already

presented, structures with open ended cavities or even more frequently, geometries

with surface details like an antenna on an aircraft the resulting nonuniform mesh

leads to an ill-conditioned matrix.

As a result, the application of a suitable preconditioner is essential to make the

solution of large scale problems feasible. In this chapter we will not present the

whole realm of preconditioning techniques used in electromagnetic simulation since

it would be an impossible task but rather focus on the major and also most effec-

tive ones. In particular, we will describe only, so to speak, matrix-based techniques

letting aside the analytic approach considered in [23, 21] and the references therein.

The most important class of iterative methods are the Krylov subspace methods

in which

xn ∈ x0 + Km (5.1)

holds for an iterate approximation xn to the true solution, where Km stands for the

Krylov subspace

Km = Km(A, r0) =

{
v ∈ R

n|v =
m−1∑

i=0

ciA
ir0

}
(5.2)

with r0 = b − Ax0.

The different iterative methods in the Krylov-space context arise basically from the

different ways to choose the basis for the Km. The Krylov subspace method has

been extensively treated over the last 40 years, so we avoid an introduction to these

type of methods and instead we refer to the following sources [36, 66].

Unfortunately, Krylov subspace methods for complex symmetric non-Hermitian sys-

tems are not sufficiently robust as to be applied as black-box solvers. There are

examples of system matrices for which each of the usual methods fail to reach a

prescribed accuracy or even worse, no convergence is attained.

Still, when convergence is not the problem, the computing time is not admissible,

since in some cases it may take several months to obtain a approximate solution.

These facts make a careful analysis of the problem mandatory.

The convergence behavior of the Krylov methods depends basically on the distribu-

tion of the eigenvalues and the condition number of the matrix. Putting it roughly,

we would like to cluster the spectrum of the preconditioned system around (1, 0) and

far from the origin. This graphical criterion suggests that the spectra represented in

Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2, respectively, will lead to many solver iterations to achieve

convergence, a fact that the experiments confirm. The purpose of preconditioning is

to make the preconditioned system matrix AM as close to the identity as possible,
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i.e., M should approximate the inverse A−1. In the context of the MLFMM it is

essential to keep in mind that only the near-field part of the impedance matrix is

explicitly stored, the far-field is stored in parametrized form in a more or less easily

recoverable fashion. We access the complete system matrix via the matrix-vector

operation. Further, a preconditioner on the top of an existing code may be prefer-

able to a new recoding of a significant part of a MLFMM library. Unless we do

something like the author in [16] proposes, the only information explicitly available

concerning the impedance matrix is precisely this near-field matrix. This matrix

holds the largest entries and constitutes the un-approximated portion of the system

matrix.

Idealized satellite (N = 1254)

Near-Field: 33.92%

Rectangular waveguide (N = 3264)

Near-Field: 17.83%

The pictures in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 show the spectra of the two small scat-

terers (depicted above) and a zoom into the origin. Neither in the first nor in

the second example is the desired clustering of the eigenvalues recognizable. The

pictures on the right hand side of Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2, respectively, show the

presence of eigenvalues near the origin depicted as the cross-point of the dotted lines.

5.1.1 Performance of some Suitable Iterative Methods

The performance of some iterative methods suited for complex symmetric matrices

is in very good agreement with the pictures in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. Even

though the examples are extremely small compared to real scale applications, they
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Figure 5.1: Spectrum of the impedance matrix for the idealized satellite

example.
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Figure 5.2: Spectrum of the impedance matrix for the rectangular waveg-

uide example.

are representative regarding the number of iterations required to solve the respec-

tive unpreconditioned systems. Among them the COCG[87] and the CSYM [12],

the former a version of the conjugate gradients and the latter a non-Krylov method

stemming from a matrix factorization, deserve special attention since both are spe-

cially suited for the kind of matrices encountered here. Likewise, the QMR [34] is

also ideally suited for complex symmetric indefinite matrices.
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Examples mv products idealized satellite mv products rectangular waveguide

GMRES 180 908

CSYM 538 847

COCG 456 -

QMR 244 891

5.2 SPAI and SPAI-based Preconditioners

Among the most popular and effective preconditioning technique for electromagnetic

simulation is the Sparse Approximate Inverse (SPAI). It was first described in [45,

58] and further developed for electromagnetic applications in [1, 16]. The SPAI

preconditioner M is computed as the matrix which minimizes ||AM−I||2F , satisfying

a given sparsity pattern. In other words, a sparse matrix M that approximates A−1

is constructed.

For a matrix A = (aij) = [a1, . . . , aN ] and M = (mij) = [m1, . . . , mN ] we have

min ‖AM − I‖2
F = min

N∑

j=1

‖Amj − ej‖2
F (5.3)

=
N∑

j=1

min ‖Amj − ej‖2
F . (5.4)

This minimization problem leads to N least-squares problems for a few columns of

A each, due to sparsity of M.

The efficiency of the SPAI preconditioner is closely related to the decay of the entries

in A−1 and to the location of the largest entries in A−1 with respect to the largest

entries of A. Therefore for certain problems it seems reasonable to use the sparsity

pattern of the near-field matrix for the SPAI preconditioner in order to capture the

most significant part of the true inverse.

If the sparsity pattern is chosen in advance this preconditioner can be set up in-

dependently of the solution process and only matrix-vector multiplication with the

sparse M is required. For a thorough study of this preconditioning technique to-

gether with some interesting variations of it including underlying information of the

problem we point to [16]. The work there has said somehow the last word on SPAI

for computational electromagnetic applications.

Either scatterer, the idealized satellite and the rectangular waveguide, depict a rela-

tively large near-field component. This fact has a direct repercussion in the quality

of a SPAI preconditioner since we build the matrix M on the near field matrix. The
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larger the near field is, the better the SPAI preconditioner results. With increasing

dimension the portion of near-field diminishes and therefore the amount of informa-

tion, though un-approximated, becomes very sparse. In particular, for the examples

presented above, the SPAI requires 15 and 74 iterations respectively to achieve a

norm of the relative residual less or equal 1e-4. In [16] the author addresses the

selection of A in (5.3). As we mentioned before in [26] the only part of the matrix

explicitly available is the near-field matrix, therefore first attempts to compute the

SPAI preconditioner were based on a near-near approach, namely the computation of

M with the sparsity pattern of the near-field as approximate inverse to the near-field

matrix in the hope that in this fashion one would obtain a reasonable approximation

to the inverse of the full matrix A. In other words, one regards the near-field matrix

as an approximation to A in the sense that the strongest interactions are captured

in the near field and hopes to approximate somehow the inverse of A.

In [16] the author suggests to enrich the available near-field matrix with underlying

information related to the mesh. In particular, it yields Ãnear and consequently the

following problem is solved

min ‖ÃnearM − I‖2
F = min

N∑

j=1

‖Ãnearmj − ej‖2
F (5.5)

=
N∑

j=1

min ‖Ãnearmj − ej‖2
F . (5.6)

In particular, this approach results in a geometrical and a topological version of

SPAI whose performance is carefully studied on a wide variety of targets in [16]. It

should be emphasized that the sparsity pattern of the near-field matrix is imposed

on the matrix M of (5.5). The extra storage of Ãnear with respect to Anear is re-

quired only in the set-up process not in the solving.

Numerical experiments connecting the density of M and the density of A are also

presented in [16]. The bottom line says that the more information we put into the

matrix A in (5.3) ((5.5), respectively), the better the performance is likely to be.

The pictures in Figure 5.3 show this behavior for the SPAI in the case of the ideal-

ized satellite.

These pictures are representative for the behavior of the SPAI preconditioner and

show that the case when the SPAI is built from the near-field matrix it is not capa-

ble of clustering all eigenvalues to the a region near (1,0) as desired. Consequently

a significant number of eigenvalues remain in the vicinity of (0,0). The pictures in

the second columns of Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 take as A in (5.3) the complete

impedance matrix. Note that although the least squares problems to solve become

dense we are faced again with a sort of residual of eigenvalues not willing to leave
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Figure 5.3: Spectrum of the unpreconditioned impedance matrix (red)

vs. SPAI preconditioned impedance matrix for the idealized satellite.

SPAI constructed from the near-field and the impedance matrix respec-

tively (both in blue).
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Figure 5.4: Spectrum of the unpreconditioned impedance matrix (red)

vs. SPAI preconditioned impedance matrix for the rectangular waveguide.

SPAI constructed from the near-field and the impedance matrix respec-

tively (both in blue).

the (0, 0) region leading to a poor performance of the iterative methods.

These pictures are feasible due to the size of the examples considered. Care must

be exercised when considering them in the sense that it is extremely difficult, if not

impossible, to extrapolate the depicted behavior to larger dimensions. The reduc-
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tion in the amount of near-field entries has consequences that we cannot predict on

the grounds of these examples.

5.3 Incomplete LU (ILU) Preconditioning

The near-field matrix admits an LU factorization Anear = LU . The matrices L and

U can be rather full despite the sparsity of Anear. The idea behind ILU(p) is to keep

the factors in the LU factorization sparse, and thus incomplete, as an approximation

to the true L and U .

The parameter p controls the amount of fill-in in the approximants to L and U .

The criterion to determine them is based usually on prescribing a threshold value

τ , called the drop-tolerance, that select the entries entering the ILU factorization

according to their magnitude, i.e., entries with value smaller than τ are omitted.

It is clear that the smaller the τ , the more accurate the approximation will be but

in electromagnetic applications it is necessary to find a trade-off between accuracy

and storage since the lack of structure of the fill-in and the consequent storage cost

places a strong constraint on τ.

The amount of fill-in can be set to zero, thus replicating the sparse format of the

near-field. This is the ILU(0) variant. But as claimed in [16, 10] this preconditioning

is not effective for the kind of systems we are interested in. It is widely known that

the performance increases if more fill-in is allowed. Unfortunately, fill-in has a direct

impact on storage. With large problems the size of the L and U factors grow fast and

for N around 105 these factors may require several Gigabytes. For the case when the

impedance matrix is complex symmetric we will store only one of the factors but still

the storage of this matrix may be not feasible. If we want a good performance and

the factors should dwell in core memory this is usually a problem. In the literature

we find authors that perform the factorization on a partitioned matrix and swap the

computed blocks between hard and core memory with apparent success [51] .

Another point we will address in the sequel is the fact that dropping criteria, in

general, do not distinguish the role an entry plays in the rank structure of a matrix.

Clearly, small entries could be crucial for the rank of a matrix but be rejected to

enter the ILU factorization on the grounds of their magnitude. We will address

this issue again as well as the performance of the ILU preconditioner for the small

examples presented above in the next chapter. There we will briefly compare this

preconditioner with the new preconditioner based on the HSS approximation to the

near-field matrix for the two small scatterers previously mentioned.
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5.4 Other Preconditioning Techniques

Among algebraic preconditioning techniques we should mention the two-level precon-

ditioner proposed first for electromagnetic simulation in [17] and further developed

in [30]. This technique exploits the core idea of multigrid improving the initial work

of a preconditioner. In particular, it tackles situations like the one depicted in the

pictures above, where after the SPAI preconditioner has been applied some eigen-

values still remain close to the origin deteriorating the performance of the iterative

method.

In a sense the two-level preconditioner is a post-processing technique to a precon-

ditioner since it handles the eigenvalues reluctant to leave their location near the

origin after a preconditioner has already been applied.

A different two level scheme is proposed in [40] in the context of the integral form

of the Laplace equation. In particular, in this work the interplay between accuracy

and run-time in the matrix-vector products computed via the fast multipole is ex-

ploited. The two level scheme results from an outer solve with a high resolution

matrix-vector product preconditioned by an inner solve based on a lower resolution

matrix-vector product. The accuracy of the inner solve is controlled by a variant

of the α criterion [4] or the multipole degree. This two level scheme suggested in

[40] represents an interesting step towards the exploitation of the special matrix

structure of the fast multipole matrix.

The previous idea was successfully applied in [16] in the electromagnetic scattering

context. In particular, an inner-outer scheme is proposed consisting of a FGMRES

[77] as outer solver and a preconditioned restarted GMRES as inner solver. The

preconditioning of the inner iterations are crucial to achieve good performance [16].

This approach has obviously the advantage that unlike the previously mentioned

methods that use only information concerning local interactions captured by the

near-field matrix, here the preconditioner exploits global information related to the

discrete Green’s function. However, the utilization of embedded iterations requires

the computation of two MLFMM oct-trees and consequently the storage and run-

time necessary to set up the preconditioner may represent a problem. It is important

to mention, though, that the computations in [16, 40] are carried out in a parallel

context.
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Chapter 6

A HSS preconditioned GMRES

6.1 Introduction

The preconditioning techniques briefly presented in the last chapter are the most

representative and successful one can currently find in the literature. These tech-

niques have in common that almost no information about the special structure of

the matrix is exploited. In addition, the decreasing amount of near-field as the size

of the scatterer increases, constitutes an obstacle very difficult to overcome.

With the advent of the techniques contributed by the H-matrices, H2-matrices and

also the semiseparable community, in all its variants, considerable progress has been

made in designing fast algorithms for basic algebra operations like matrix-vector,

matrix-matrix product for the kind of matrices in question. Unfortunately these

techniques, although naturally optimal for preconditioning, have not yet produced

significant results in this area at least in the electromagnetic scattering context.

As it is known, the basic idea of preconditioning is to transform the original lin-

ear system matrix A by an approximation to an easily invertible matrix. The first

point is clearly satisfied by the previously mentioned techniques since they provide

a multilevel low-rank approximation to the matrix. In particular, for implicit pre-

conditioning like the previously mentioned ILU, we look for an approximant M to

A, such that M−1 ≈ A−1. Preconditioning with M requires solving a linear system

with coefficient matrix M . Of course, solving this linear system should be ideally

easier and faster than solving the original linear system with A as coefficient ma-

trix. As far as the inversion is concerned, it is clear that we do not want to invert

explicitly but instead a linear system with the approximant to A is solved in each

iteration and the resulting solution vector is multiplied by the coefficient matrix A.

Therefore, for this purpose, namely the invertibility of the preconditioner, a suitable

solver, fast if possible, for the kind of matrices involved is needed.

The first chapter showed that the MLFMM matrix is an HSS matrix. Therefore, if

we seek for a preconditioner that fulfills the two requirements, namely good approx-

imation properties and easy invertibility, it seems reasonable to look among pre-

conditioners that share the same structure as the MLFMM matrix, thereby have a

hierarchically semiseparable structure. Unfortunately, in the context of the MLFMM

the only part of the matrix we have explicitly stored so as to build a preconditioner

57
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is the near-field matrix. This matrix is sparse, after a proper permutation even

banded, and therefore it makes no sense to talk about a low-rank approximation to

its off-diagonal blocks but the question is whether a further splitting of this near-

field Anear into two matrices A1
near and A2

near can be performed that allows us to

enforce the HSS structure on one of the resulting matrices. This step would include

a new component in the preconditioning, namely the structure, otherwise neglected.

In addition, the latter step constitutes somehow a projection onto the manifold of

the HSS matrices and consequently, a good HSS approximation to the Anear.

6.2 A Near-Field HSS Based Preconditioner

The solution to the resulting linear system of equations (2.24) is typically obtained

by means of an iterative solver, in our case the GMRES [75]. The major reason for

choosing GMRES in lieu of other solvers specially designed for complex symmetric

matrices like CSYM [12] is the fact that among engineers this solver is by far the

most popular as well as the most established due to ample numerical experience.

In order to compute the matrix-vector product required in each GMRES iteration

we decompose the matrix into a near-field component and a far-field component.

As previously mentioned, the near-field matrix represents the interactions between

nearby basis functions, and conforms the un-approximated part of the matrix. For

the matrix-vector product with the far-field component the MLFMM is used in each

iteration.

First of all, let us define a possible permutation for the near-field matrix in order to

concentrate the dominant entries in terms of their absolute value around the diago-

nal. As stated in the literature, [22, 79], this reordering is a rather difficult issue.

6.2.1 A Permutation Related to the MLFMM Algorithm

Let N be the number of basis functions in (2.22) and let Mλmax
be the number of

groups at the finest level λmax in the previously mentioned oct-tree associated to the

MLFMM. These groups have been referred to as the MLFMM groups in previous

chapters and we will maintain this denomination in the sequel. At the level λmax we

will have the groups {Bλmax
mλ

}Mλmax

mλ=1 . For each group Bλmax

mλ at the lowest level of the

oct-tree the near interactions are computed to create the near-field matrix Anear.

Let us recall the definition of a band matrix [27].

Definition 8
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A matrix A is called band matrix with lower bandwidth bL and upper bandwidth bU

if aij = 0 whenever i > j + bL or i < j − bU .

Band matrices often arise from discretizing physical problems with nearest neighbor

interactions on a mesh provided the unknowns have been ordered properly. The

next lemma shows that the MLFMM itself provides such a permutation. Although

it does not overcome the reordering problem stated above completely, it represents

a good compromise for our purpose, namely that of building a preconditioner based

on the HSS structure.

Proposition 9

Let us consider the basis functions in the groups {Bλmax
mλ

}Mλmax

mλ=1 defined above and

let {fmλ

j }smλ

j=1 be the basis functions enclosed in a group Bmλ
. If we assume, for the

sake of simplicity, that the number of basis functions in each MLFMM group at the

finest level of the oct-tree is constant and equal to l, then there exists a permutation

matrix P of dimension N such that the symmetrically permuted near-field matrix,

i.e. PAnearP T , is a banded matrix with bandwidth at most 27l.

Proof

Each basis function has a local index related to the MLFMM group it belongs to.

Likewise, a global index number is associated to each basis function. The mapping

between the local and global numbering is clearly a bijection. Let us consider the

MLFMM groups at level λmax in successive order together with the global indices

of their associated basis functions. Let us collect these global indices in successive

order into an integer vector p of size N . We will denote the components of p as

{pi}N
i=1.

This vector p allows the creation of the permutation matrix P defined as follows

Pi j =

{
1 j = pi

0 otherwise.
(6.1)

It is known that the strongest interactions with a basis function fmλ

j belonging to

the group mλ take place within the group mλ, namely with the other basis functions

constituting this group, and with the basis functions in the adjacent groups. The

number of adjacent groups in 3D is at most 26. Therefore, in the three dimensional

case there can be at most 27l nonzero entries in each row of the symmetrically

permuted near-field matrix. 2

Remark 10

This estimation of the number of nonzero entries per row (or column, due to the
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symmetry of the near-field) is extremely generous since neither the number of void

groups has been considered nor the fact that in practice it is nearly impossible

to assume a constant number of basis functions per group. However, the bottom

line is that the reordered near-field matrix has a more convenient banded structure

that conveys information concerning the MLFMM groups and their sparsity pattern

essential to identify the HSS structure depicted in Figure 4.3.

A further consequence of the lemma is the following remark.

Remark 11

The symmetric permutation of the impedance matrix via P, i.e. PAnearP T , con-

centrates the dominant entries around the diagonal.

Clearly the successive ordering of the groups lacks further information about the

relative location of one group to the rest. Nevertheless for the construction of a

HSS preconditioner this permutation has very favorable properties as we will see.

An important advantage of this permutation is the fact that it has its origin in

the MLFMM itself, arising naturally as a successive ordering of the basis functions

in the MLFMM groups. A blocking procedure also based on the MLFMM groups

was proposed in [68] in the context of the SPAI preconditioning so as to reduce the

complexity and further used in [8, 16].

6.2.2 The Near-Diagonal Component of the Near-Field Ma-

trix

If we study the pictures given in Figure 6.1 corresponding to the reordered near-field

in more detail an interesting block structure becomes apparent, namely the pres-

ence of a near-diagonal block that together with the block diagonal constitutes the

near-field matrix. In these pictures this near-diagonal block is seen as two bands of

nonzero entries that run almost parallel to the main diagonal. These pictures are

reminiscent of the matrix arising in 2D when the Laplace equation with Dirichlet

boundary conditions is discretized via finite differences using a lexicographic order-

ing.

As we pointed out in the chapter devoted to the HSS structure and Figure 6.1 con-

firms, the best candidates to become the D matrices in the HSS representation are

clearly located in the block diagonal part of Anear since the strongest interactions
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take place there. With this situation in mind the matrix can be written as

A = Anear + Afar = Adiagonal + Anear diagonal + V ΛW︸ ︷︷ ︸
Afar

, (6.2)

where V Λ, W are sparse matrices (see 3.37). Here, again, the distance between the

groups of basis functions accounts for the terms far and near .

The matrix-vector product may be written consequently as:

Av = Anearv + Afarv = Adiagonalv + Anear diagonalv︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sparse matrix−vector product

+ V ΛWv︸ ︷︷ ︸
MLFMMproduct

(6.3)

The pictures in Figure 6.1 represent the near-field matrices after the reordering via

the permutation matrix P defined above.

Although the examples considered are of small dimension, they are not easy to solve.

In particular, the first one, the idealized satellite with N = 1254 can be considered

as representative of real industrial simulations. The presence of antennas and sharp

edges in the satellite makes the solution of this problem without preconditioning

very expensive in terms of matrix-vector products. In particular, the unprecondi-

tioned GMRES requires as much as 180 iterations to converge to a relative residual

norm equal or less than 1e-4.

The difficulty in solving the second example, the rectangular waveguide with N =

3264, consists of the presence of resonances that lead to poor conditioning of the

impedance matrix. For this example the unpreconditioned GMRES performs even

worse requiring 909 iterations to converge to a relative residual norm equal or less

than 1e-4.

In Figure 6.1 we observe the banded structure in the permuted near-field matrices.

The pictures in Figure 6.2 depict the real part of the entries in the full matrix in

either case. Stronger interactions correspond to white entries whereas weak inter-

actions are gray. Again the diagonals still hold the strongest interactions. The

percentage of near-field means the amount of near-field entries with respect to the

total number of entries in the impedance matrix.

The pictures in Figure 6.3 show the absolute value of the entries in the full matrix

for both examples along the anti-diagonal, that is, on the line going from the lower

left corner of A to the upper right corner. We can see again confirmed the role of

the diagonal block as to capture the largest entries and the near-diagonal holding

still larger entries in comparison to the far field but smaller compared to the block

diagonal.

As we mentioned before, the solver in [20] performs an implicit ULV H decomposi-

tion that treats the far field and the block diagonal matrix by means of the unitary

matrices U and V but as we see in the pictures, if we want the off-diagonal blocks to
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Figure 6.1: Permuted near-field matrix of the idealized satellite (33.92%

of the impedance matrix) on the left hand side and the rectangular waveg-

uide (17.83% of the impedance matrix) on the right hand side.
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Figure 6.2: Real part of the scaled impedance matrix for the idealized

satellite (left hand side) and the rectangular waveguide (right hand side).
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Figure 6.3: Absolute value of the entries situated on the anti-diagonal

of the near-field matrix for for the idealized satellite (left hand side) and

the rectangular waveguide (right hand side).
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represent somehow the far field, it seems reasonable to permute the matrix accord-

ing to the MLFMM groups. We may consider the near-field matrix from a different

point of view, namely imposing a multilevel structure on the near-diagonal part

of the near-field matrix so as to obtain a HSS matrix. Taking into account that

the near-field matrix is computed within the method of moments, this approach

constructs a hierarchical approximation to the absent impedance matrix from the

only information available explicitly and without knowing the approximation to the

impedance matrix provided by the MLFMM. The problem is therefore considered

from the point of view of the underlying rank structure rather than at the entry

level.

The fact that we should somehow approximate the rank structure of the impedance

matrix is supported by our experiments that reflect this rank sensibility when pre-

conditioning is applied to the system, but it has not yet been shown theoretically.

6.2.3 GMRES with Near-Field HSS-based Preconditioning

The basic idea behind preconditioning is to transform the resulting linear system of

equations into an equivalent system

AMy = b, (6.4)

where M is a nonsingular matrix of dimension N . If M is a good approximation to

A−1 in some sense, then AM will be a good approximation to the identity matrix.

As a result the eigenvalues are clustered around (1, 0) leading in general to a faster

convergence, as the speed of convergence depends very strongly on the spectrum of

AM and the ratio between the smallest and largest eigenvalue or in other words, on

how widely they are spread in the complex plane. There are, however, important

exceptions to this rule where the right hand side has a decisive influence on the

convergence of the method [3, 42, 64].

The strong limitation on the availability of the data in large scale electromagnetic

simulation has led to many attempts to exploit to the greatest degree the informa-

tion contained in the near-field matrix when it comes to building a preconditioner.

Figure 6.4 shows the spectrum of the impedance matrix multiplied by the inverse of

the near-field matrix for the idealized satellite example. Even though the spectrum

of A(Anear)−1 appears clustered around (1, 0), many eigenvalues lie still close to the

origin, leading to slow convergence. In [16] the author addresses a very important

issue in the development of preconditioning techniques in the electromagnetic simu-

lation context, namely the degree of density of the matrix from which we build the

preconditioner. Although this issue is addressed mostly in the sparse approximate
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Figure 6.4: Spectrum of A (Anear)−1 for the rectangular waveguide.

inverse framework mentioned before (see Subsection 5.2), its relevance for other

contexts can be easily understood if we note that with growing dimension of the

problem, the number of entries in the near-field matrix decreases. As a result, the

amount of information for building our preconditioner becomes extremely sparse for

large dimensions. Further experiments with the near-field based ILU precondition-

ing show that the amount of fill-in in the preconditioner is a crucial issue for the

performance of the latter [80, 16].

So far, people have tried to control the amount of fill-in on the entry level ignoring

the underlying structure of the operator. In the dropping process there is no way

to select the entries appearing in the preconditioner according to the importance

they have with respect to the rank of the matrix-block of the MLFMM matrix they

belong to. It is clear that small entries may have a significant influence on the

rank of this submatrix. Therefore, it seems that in the dropping process, valuable

information about the matrix we want to approximate may get lost and, as we have

seen, the rank structure is precisely the most fundamental feature of the MLFMM

matrix and the one which makes this algorithm so powerful.

In light of this fact, we propose a rank-fill-in that completes the near-field matrix

not only on the entry level but also on the rank level leading to a preconditioner that

approximates, in some sense still to be investigated, the rank-map of the impedance

matrix.
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6.2.4 Construction of the Preconditioner

Our preconditioner is based on an approximate HSS representation of the near-field

matrix, denoted in the sequel as Anear
HSS or simply the HSS preconditioner. The ap-

proximation stems from the fact that, in the construction of the HSS representation

of the near-field matrix, we will initially truncate the SVDs (Singular Value Decom-

position) involved to a tolerance. Later on we will fix the number of singular values

and singular vectors to be computed and denote it by nsv. As a result, we will

obtain a multilevel low-rank approximation to the near-field matrix.

Now let us recall some fundamental results concerning the SVD that support our

claim regarding the HSS preconditioner. For a m×n sparse matrix A with rank(A)=r,

the SVD of A can be defined as

A = UΣV H , (6.5)

where U and V are unitary matrices and Σ = diag(σ1, . . . , σp), σi > 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r,

σi = 0 for i ≥ r + 1. The first r columns of the unitary matrices U and V represent

the orthonormalized vectors associated with the r nonzero eigenvalues of AAH and

AHA, respectively. The singular values of A are the diagonal entries of Σ. The set

{ui, σi, vi} is called the i-th singular triplet. The norm || · || refers to the Euclidean

norm, whereas || · ||F is the Frobenius norm of a matrix.

The next well-known theorems concerning the SVD reveal the importance of this

ubiquitous decomposition.

Theorem 12

Let the SVD of A be given by (6.5) and σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · ·σr > σr+1 = · · · = σn = 0,

then the following holds:

i) Rank property: rank(A)=r. Kernel and range of A: Kern(A)≡ span{vr+1, . . . , vn},
and R(A)≡ span{u1, . . . , ur}, where U = [u1 u2 . . . um] and V = [v1 v2 . . . vn].

ii) Dyadic decomposition: A =
r∑

i=1

ui · σi · vH
i .

iii) Norms: ||A||2F =
r∑

j=1

σ2
k, and ||A||2 = σ1.

The rank property allows us to use the singular values of A as a quantitative measure

of the rank. The dyadic decomposition provides a representation of a matrix A as a

sum of r rank-one matrices of decreasing importance, as measured by the singular

values. The combination of the three results above yields the following theorem (See

[37] for a proof):
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Theorem 13 (Eckart and Young)

Let the SVD of A be given by (6.5) with r = rank(A) ≤ p = min(m, n) and define:

Ak =
k∑

i=1

ui · σi · vH
i with k < r,

then

min
rank(B)=k

||A − B|| = ||A − Ak|| = σk+1 (6.6)

min
rank(B)=k

||A − B||2F = ||A − Ak||2F = σ2
k+1 + · · ·+ σ2

p. (6.7)

This important theorem indicates that Ak is the best rank-k approximation (in a

least squares sense) to the matrix A. This fact is the essential pillar in the construc-

tion of the HSS preconditioner since we will construct later on the best multilevel

rank-k approximation to the near-field matrix. This approximant will provide us

with a HSS matrix that will, in turn, approximate the impedance matrix.

Back to the construction of the HSS preconditioner, we note that the arising fill-

in from the computation of the truncated SVDs is almost exclusively due to the

near diagonal component of the near-field matrix as we compute the SVD of the

block-rows without the diagonal block on each level. If we further select the number

of levels in the HSS representation carefully with the information about the basis

functions distribution on the MLFMM groups provided by the SHSS package before

the near-field matrix is computed, it is fairly easy to separate the near-diagonal part

of the near-field matrix from the block-diagonal part. It could be argued that the

cost of the SVDs cannot lead to fast methods. This is only true as long as we have

full matrices. In our case, the sparsity level of the block-rows (without the diagonal

block) in the rectangular waveguide example is always between 80 and 99%. In

the methods used for the computation of the sparse SVD the submatrices are only

referenced via a matrix-vector product [60]. As a result, the time complexity for the

computation of the HSS representation of the near-field matrix is, according to our

experiments so far, less than O(N 2) although the implementation is at this stage

certainly not optimal. This point will be addressed in the appendix devoted to the

previously mentioned SHSS package and in the remarks to Proposition 14.

The fill-in takes place at the entry level but even though the matrix becomes a

full matrix, we may still store it very cheaply because of the multilevel low-rank

structure. In fact, for the examples we present below, the storage cost necessary

to obtain a good preconditioner supposes in some cases a minor extra storage with

respect to the cost of storing the near-field matrix. Therefore, it is more convenient
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than an entry-based filled-in ILU preconditioner that performs similarly. As previ-

ously mentioned, the storage of the fill-in required in the ILU case to obtain a good

performance represents an important drawback to this preconditioning technique

[16]. The HSS preconditioner overcomes this storage problem enforcing a multilevel

low-rank structure on the near-field matrix which clearly accounts for the effective

storage of the arising fill-in.

In other words, we have as preconditioner a full matrix in terms of entries, but

due to the multilevel low-rank structure, we can fulfill the storage constraints we al-

ready mentioned. From the practical point of view this preconditioner acts on top of

the MLFMM code and therefore no recoding of an already rather cumbersome code

is required. The preconditioner can be added to existing code with a moderate effort.

6.2.5 The Computation of Anear
HSS

Let us assume that the near-field matrix of dimension N has been partitioned ac-

cording to the partition sizes at the lowest level K of the merge-tree in the HSS rep-

resentation, {mi}2K

i=1. For the levels above K we merge the indices via νi =
i∑

j=1

mj.

The indices {νj}2K

j=1 together with the merge-tree are depicted in Figure 6.5.

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the number of basis functions per MLFFM

group is constant and equal to l. In a first approach, we will utilize for the approxi-

mate HSS representation of the near-field the SVDs of the following sparse matrices

Hk;i =
(
Ak;i,1 Ak;i,2 · · · Ak;i,i−1 Ak;i,i+1 · · · Ak;i,2k

)
, k = 1, . . . , K, i = 1, . . . , 2k.

As previously indicated, the matrix Hk;i represents the block-row i on level k of

matrix A, where the diagonal block has been removed. Due to the complex symmetry

of the near-field matrix only the sequences of matrices U, R and B need to be

computed. The near-field matrix, however, will be computed and stored as though

it were unsymmetric since it occurs that symmetry can be assessed only up to a

certain tolerance in the absolute value of its entries. The sequences V and W are

just the complex conjugate of the sequences U and R, respectively. In order to point

out the differences with respect to the algorithm provided in [20], let us recall how

the computation of these sequences is performed.

Let

Hk;i = Uk;iCk;iJ
H
k;i for k = 1, . . . , K and i = 1, . . . , 2k (6.8)

be the SVD of Hk;i. As we observed in the section devoted to the matrix repre-

sentation of the MLFMM, the column space is common to every off-diagonal block
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Figure 6.5: Associated merge-tree to the HSS structure with 3 levels in

the complex symmetric case with recursive bisection of the matrix indices.

on each block-row and therefore the computation of the U matrices in the HSS

representation is straightforward. Similarly, imposing the relation concerning the

column spaces in the different levels described in Chapter 3 and partitioning Uk;i

conformingly yields the R matrices in the HSS representation of Anear.

Uk;i =

(
(Uk;i)1

(Uk;i)2

)
=

(
Uk+1;2i−1Rk+1;2i−1

Uk+1;2iRk+1;2i

)
. (6.9)

Rk+1;2i−1 = UH
k+1;2i−1(Uk;i)1 (6.10)

Rk+1;2i = UH
k+1;2i(Uk;i)2 (6.11)

For the computation of the B matrices in the HSS representation of Anear we note

that Ak;2i−1,2i is the 2i− 1 submatrix of Hk;2i−1. Therefore, the following relation is

obtained

Ak;2i−1,2i = Uk;2i−1Bk;2i−1;2iU
T
k;2i = Uk;2i−1Ck;2i−1(Jk;2i−1)

H
2i−1, (6.12)

where (Jk;2i−1)2i−1 represents the appropriate submatrix. The first relation in (6.12)

was obtained by using (6.9) recursively.
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The above relation, in turn, yields

Bk;2i−1;2i = Ck;2i−1(Jk;2i−1)
H
2i−1Ūk;2i. (6.13)

Similarly, the Bk;2i;2i−1 can be obtained as follows

Bk;2i;2i−1 = Ck;2i(Jk;2i)
H
2i−1Ūk;2i−1. (6.14)

Summing up, we could write the HSS preconditioner in terms of the matrices entering

its HSS representation as AHSS
near ≡ {D,U,B,R}, where the bold letters represent

the corresponding sequences of matrices as described in Definition 7. The latter

relation gives the proposed preconditioner its name as a hierarchically semiseparable

preconditioner. For our initial numerical results based on small examples we will

resort to a computation of the SVDs based on a threshold for the size of the singular

values. This has the disadvantage that no control on the number of singular values

to be computed is possible. Consequently, estimating the computational complexity

in advance is nearly impossible. However, for the purpose of testing small examples

in Matlab this approach is quite convenient.

In realistic applications, however, we will contend ourselves with a fixed number nsv

of singular triplets. It is not simple to estimate the computational complexity of

the computation of the nsv-largest singular values and the corresponding singular

vectors of the previously mentioned block-rows for the construction of the HSS

preconditioner. Following the notation introduced above, we denote by mk;i the

number of rows of block-row Hk;i. These block-rows of size mk;i × (N − mk;i) of

the near-field matrix with at most 27l nonzero entries will depict different singular

value distributions depending, among other parameters, on the geometry of the

scatterer. It is well known that the cost of the sparse SVDs depends strongly on

this distribution. In particular, in the context of Lanczos-type algorithms used in

the library PROPACK [60] (one of the main pillars of the SHSS package), the cost

involved depends on how fast orthogonality is lost among the Lanczos vectors. For

some matrices the orthogonality will be lost very quickly and the number of flops

(floating point operations) spent orthogonalizing the Lanczos vectors will be very

large. For others, there will be almost no loss of orthogonality and consequently

the cost will be dominated by the number of flops necessary to perform the matrix-

vector products in each operation.

The cost breakdown per iteration for a block-row B of size mk;i × (N − mk;i) is:

i) Matrix-vector products (one with B and one with BT ) ≈ 4 ∗ (27l ∗ mk;i)

ii) Vector operations ≈ 5 ∗ (mi + (N − mk;i))
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iii) Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization requires between 0 and 2 ∗ k ∗ (mk;i + (N −
mk;i)), where k is the iteration number)

For a perfect block-row where no loss of orthogonality occurs, the total cost is ap-

proximately kmax ∗ (4 ∗ (27 ∗ l ∗ mk;i) + 5(mk;i + (N − mk;i))) flops, where kmax is

the number of iterations required for convergence. For a worse matrix where full

orthogonalization has to be performed in every iteration the cost is completely dom-

inated by iii) and the total cost amounts to k2
max ∗ (mi + (N − mk;i)) flops.

There are theorems, known as Kaniel-Paige convergence theory [55, 69], giving

bounds on kmax in terms of the singular value distribution of the matrix. How-

ever, for the scatterers considered in the sequel our numerical experience supports

the assumption kmax < mk;i.

The fundamental point in the computation of these SVDs is the fact that thanks to

the permutation proposed above, the Hk;i matrices we are interested in have their

nonzero elements around the diagonal and therefore the (N − mk;i) entering the

aforementioned complexity is divided by a relative large number. Unfortunately,

the number of columns entering this near-diagonal part of the near-field matrix is

extremely geometry-dependent. As a result, it is nearly impossible to provide sharp

estimations concerning the number of nonzero entries that constitute it. Therefore,

the complexity estimation mentioned above represents an extremely generous one.

Proposition 14

The computational complexity in the computation of the HSS preconditioner is dom-

inated by the computation of the nsv-largest singular triplets. In particular, under

the assumption that mk;i = mk, for k = 1, . . . , K and that the recursive partition

of the matrix indices has been obtained via bisection, the number of flops required

to compute the sequences of matrices entering the HSS representation of the HSS

preconditioner is of order N 2.

Proof

Let us estimate initially the number of flops required at the lowest level K in the

merge-tree of the HSS representation of the near-field matrix to compute its HSS rep-

resentation. Under the assumption that mK;i = mK for i = 1, . . . , 2K and the further

assumption that kmax < mK , the computation of the nsv-largest singular triplets for

the 2K block-rows requires at most 2K (mK ∗ (4 ∗ (27 ∗ l ∗ mK) + 5(mK + (N − mK))))

flops. We may simplify this expression by using the relation 2KmK = N . This sub-

stitution yields

4 ∗ (27 ∗ l ∗ mK ∗ N) + 5N 2 flops.
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The multilevel partition of the matrix indices in block-rows via bisection implies

mk = 2K−kmK , where mk again is the fixed number of rows of each block-row at

level k < K. As in the previous case, we assume again kmax < mk.Therefore, the

computation of the nsv-largest singular triplets for the 2k block-rows at each level

k requires

K−1∑

k=1

[
2k
(
2K−kmK ∗ (4 ∗ 27 ∗ l ∗ 2K−k ∗ mK + 5(2K−kmK + (N − 2K−kmK)))

)]
flops.

Simplifying again it yields

K−1∑

k=1

[
2−k ∗ N2 ∗ 4 ∗ 27 ∗ l + 5N 2

]
=
(
(1 − 21−K) ∗ 4 ∗ 27 ∗ l + 5(K − 1)

)
N2 flops.

Collecting terms we obtain the claimed order for the number of flops associated to

the construction of the HSS preconditioner. This order concerns only the computa-

tion of the nsv-largest singular triplets at each level and each block-row. Now we

have to show that the number of flops required to form the HSS matrices is at most

of order N2. For this purpose let us reproduce the construction of the HSS matrices

in Matlab-like notation. First let us analyze the computation of the B matrices.

For each block-row i on level k, the nsv-largest singular triplets are collected into

the following matrices, Uk;i, Ck;i, Jk;i. In order to compute the B matrices at level k,

i.e., {Bk;i}2k

i=1, of the HSS representation of the near-field matrix we need to perform

the matrix-matrix products described below.

for i=1:2k

if mod(i,2)==1

Bk;i = Ck;i(Jk;i)
H
i ;

Bk;i+1 = Ūk;i;

else

Bk;i−1 = Bk;i−1Ūk;i;

Bk;i = Ck;i(Jk;i)
H
i−1Bk;i;

end

end

Following the lines above, the number of flops required at level K is

2K−1(2 ∗ nsv2 ∗ mK + 4 ∗ (nsv2) ∗ mK + nsv3) = 2K−1(6 ∗ nsv2 ∗ mK + nsv3).
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For level k we need 2K(3∗nsv2 ∗mK +nsv3). Therefore, the total cost of computing

the B matrices amounts to

K(2K(3 ∗ nsv2 ∗ mK + nsv3)) = 3K ∗ nsv2 ∗ N + K2K ∗ nsv3 flops.

The matrix-matrix products needed for the computation of the R matrices at level

k require 2K−(k−1) ∗ nsv2 ∗ mK flops (see 6.10). Consequently, the number of flops

for the complete sequence of R matrices is

K−1∑

k=1

2K−(k−1) ∗ nsv2 ∗ mK = 2 ∗ nsv2 ∗ N − 4 ∗ nsv2 ∗ mK.

Putting the costs together it yields
(
4 ∗ (27 ∗ l ∗ mK ∗ N) + 5N 2 + (1 − 21−K) ∗ 4 ∗ 27 ∗ l + 5

)
N2 +

3Knsv2 ∗ N + K2Knsv3 + 2 ∗ nsv2 ∗ N − 4 ∗ nsv2 ∗ mK =

=
(
(1 − 21−K) ∗ 4 ∗ 27 ∗ l + 10

)
N2 +

(
4 ∗ (27 ∗ l ∗ mK) + (3K + 2)nsv2

)
N − 4 ∗ nsv2 ∗ mK + K2Knsv3 flops.

As we see from the expression above, the number of flops required to compute the

HSS preconditioner is, under the assumptions made above, of order N 2. 2

Remark 15

The cost breakdown mentioned above tells us that assuming the upper bound on

the number of iterations required for convergence in the computation of the nsv-

largest singular triplets, the computation of the HSS preconditioner will be obviously

cheaper than the order stated by the proposition. Not only did we assume a constant

number of nonzero elements independently of the levels, but also the cost of vector

operations listed above concerning the computation of the sparse SVDs will be lower

than claimed. In particular, the permutation we perform on the near-field matrix

concentrates the nonzero entries near the diagonal and as emphasized before, the

HSS preconditioner is constructed from the near-diagonal part of the latter matrix.

Consequently, in each block-row the nonzero entries can (and should) be localized

more accurately around the diagonal. This improvement would lead to a much

lower cost in vector operations and thus reduce the total cost of setting up the

preconditioner. Figure 6.6 suggests that even for a small example, the localization

of the nonzero part of the permuted near-field will reduce significantly the number of

flops required for the vector operations of the cost breakdown for the sparse SVDs.

Unfortunately, this fact has not yet been exploited in the implementation of the

SHSS package. We only profit from the first point addressed above, namely, the

fact that in the computation of the sparse SVDs the matrices (block-rows) are only

referenced via matrix-vector products.
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Figure 6.6: Localization of the nonzero entries in a block-row for a PEC

sphere with N=2304.

Remark 16

Observe further that Hk;i is closely related to Hk+1;2i−1 and Hk+1;2i. Using the

algorithm for updating the SVD proposed in [47], it could be possible to reduce the

cost stated above significantly, since only the SVDs at level K would need to be

computed.

Remark 17

Due to the strong dependence of the resulting impedance matrix on the geometry

of the scatterer, it is very difficult to obtain a criterion that allows us to select the

parameter nsv analytically. Consequently, we use a simple criterion based on the

storage cost of potential HSS preconditioners. The selection of the number of levels

K is also based on the number of levels of the MLFMM as well as on the storage

requirements. The SHSS package provides us, once we know the number of nonzero

entries in the near-field matrix, with the cost in MByte a suitable set of values for

nsv would lead to. It is important to compute a HSS preconditioner which leads to

a storage cost similar to that of the near-field matrix. Keeping the aforementioned

information in mind, it is usually not difficult to select nsv accordingly.

Moreover, note the role the parameter nsv plays in the estimation above. Although

it only appears explicitly in the term multiplying N and lower order terms, large

values of nsv will lead to a significant number of flops.
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6.2.6 The Computation of the Anear
HSS Revisited

We begin this section with a remark resulting from Proposition 9

Remark 18

The reordering of the near-field matrix described in Proposition 9 leads to the fol-

lowing partition in block-rows:

Anear
P =




aBλmax
1

...

aBλmax
Mλmax


 , (6.15)

and consequently, the location in the impedance matrix of the far-field relative to a

group i can be easily identified on the i − th block-row of the reordered near-field

matrix.

The remark above suggests that the partitioning of the matrix to compute the HSS

representation and in particular, the resulting binary tree for the indices of the par-

titioned matrix, could be computed directly from the information concerning the

distribution of the basis functions the MLFMM provides.

For this purpose, we create a new binary tree describing the partition of the MLFMM

groups’ indices, i = 1, . . . , Mλmax
, which, in turn, will determine the previously men-

tioned merge-tree [20]. As we did in a previous section, let us denote the partition

sizes at the finest level of the tree as {ni}2K

i=1 and similarly µi =
i∑

j=1

nj will represent

the collected partition sizes (see Figure 6.7). Therefore, ni will represent the number

of MLFMM groups entering subset i. The µi accumulates, so to speak, the indices

of the MLFMM groups allowing for an easy description of the process in terms of a

binary tree similar to the one depicted in Figure 6.7.

6.2.7 The HSS Solver and its Properties

As we briefly mentioned before, the algorithm in [20] for solving a linear system

with a HSS matrix as coefficient matrix computes an implicit ULV H decomposition,

where U and V are unitary matrices and L is a lower triangular matrix. The core of

the algorithm is to carry out a compression of the block-rows followed by a recursive

deflation of the linear system. It is important to note that for the HSS preconditioner

we will try to choose the number of singular values as low as possible since this has

an immediate repercussion in the computational complexity required for setting up

and storing the HSS preconditioner. In particular, for large examples, the number of
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Figure 6.7: Binary tree with 4 levels, where the zero level represents

whole set of MLFMM groups, depicting the distribution of the MLFMM

groups.

rows of the block-rows at the finest level will be, in general, larger than the number

of singular values to compute and thus the compression process will be possible.

Here, again, K is the number of levels of the HSS representation. Moreover, the

number of singular values is fixed to nsv for every block-row in every level. Recall

that the linear system of equations to be solved is denoted as Ax = b.

The algorithm at level K comprises the following steps.

Step 1:

Under the assumption that mK;i = mK for i = 1, . . . , 2K, there exists an unitary

transformation QK;i such that

ÛK;i = QH
K;iUK;i =

(
0

Û
(2)
K;i

)
. (6.16)

Note that the compression has zeroed the first mK −nsv rows and only nsv nonzero

rows remain. For this purpose we can use a QL factorization of UK;i.

Step 2 (Apply the QK;i to the i-th block of the right hand side. The latter has
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been previously partitioned according to mK )

QH
K;ibK;i =

(
βK;i

γK;i

)
. (6.17)

Step 3 (Lower triangularization of QH
K;iDi):

There exists further an unitary transformation SK;i such that

D̂K;i = (QH
K;iDi)S

H
K;i =

(
D̂i;1,1 0

D̂i;2,1 D̂i;2,2

)
. (6.18)

Again, note that the zero block is a (mK − nsv) × nsv submatrix. This step is

obtained by means of a LQ decomposition of QH
K;iDi.

Step 4

At level K the block-columns and block-rows coincide due to the symmetry. This

leads to VK;i = ŪK;i. Therefore, only the sequence of U matrices need to be stored

in the HSS representation of the near-field matrix. However, in the following levels

up to the first one we need a new sequence of matrices which we will denote Vs,

where the s stands for solver. These matrices Vs are only part of the solver and do

not constitute part of the HSS representation.

if level=K then

V̂sK;i = (SK;iŪK;i) =

(
V̂s

(1)

K;i

V̂s
(2)

K;i

)

else (level=k < K)

V̂sk;i = (Sk;iVsk;i) =

(
V̂s

(1)

k;i

V̂s
(2)

k;i

)

end if

Step 5:

Since the block-column has been multiplied from the right by SK;i, we need to change

the unknowns accordingly, SK;ixK;i. Clearly, xK;i represents the conforming number

of rows in the vector of unknowns, that is, so many as the number of rows in the

i-th block-row.

SK;ixK;i =

(
zK;i

x̂K;i

)
. (6.19)

Note that after carrying out the steps above we end up with a transformed block-row

i where the first mK − nsv equations read as follows

D̂i;1,1zK;i = βK;i. (6.20)
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Step 6:

This linear system with D̂i;1,1 as coefficient matrix can be solved for zK;i directly by

forward substitution.

Step 7:

Once we have the solution zK;i, the first mK − nsv rows can be removed and simi-

larly, the first mK − nsv columns can be subtracted from the modified right hand

side. As a result, performing the previous steps on every block-row at level K the

linear system shrinks in 2K ∗ (mK − nsv) rows and 2K ∗ (mK − nsv) columns at the

expense of a further modification of the right hand side.

The resulting linear system has as coefficient matrix again a HSS matrix Â repre-

sented by {D̂i;2,2}2K

i=1, {ÛK;i}2K

i=1, {V̂sK;i}2K

i=1, together with the sequences R and B of

the HSS representation of the matrix A.

Remark 19

After these 7 steps have been performed on each block-row, we have seen that in

each block-row i nsv equations are left. Clearly, there is no room for further com-

pression here. The way around is to merge the remains of the system according to

the following lemma in order to continue with the deflation of the system until we

can solve directly.

Lemma 20

Let us assume that the HSS representation of a matrix A generates a matrix parti-

tioned in 2K×2K blocks. Under this assumption, it is possible to create a 2K−1×2K−1

partitioning matrix from the previous one as follows.

DK−1;i =

(
DK;2i−1 UK;2i−1BK;2i−1,2iVsH

K;2i

UK;2iBK;2i,2i−1VsH
K;2i−1 DK;2i

)
, (6.21)

For K > 1 it follows

UK−1;i =

(
UK;2i−1RK;2i−1

UK;2iRK;2i

)
, (6.22)

VsK−1;i =

(
VsK;2i−1R̄K;2i−1

VsK;2iR̄K;2i

)
, (6.23)

where i = 1, . . . , 2K−1. The bar on the R of (6.23) stands for the complex conjugate

of R.

For the proof of the merging lemma see [65].
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After the merging process we will have 2K−1 block-rows with 2 ∗nsv rows, therefore

we can proceed again to Step 1 and solve recursively for x. This process continues

until we reach the first level. For this case only the diagonal matrices are merged to

a matrix of dimension 2 ∗nsv and the resulting linear system can be solved directly.

Once we have the solution vector z, we can recover x by using the complex transpose

of the {{Sk;i}2k

i=1}K
k=1 transformations as follows

xk;i = SH
k;i

(
zk;i

x̂k;i

)
. (6.24)

Remark 21

In [20] we find that the update of the right hand side in Step 7 can be performed very

efficiently if one notes that the system of equations has been previously transformed

as follows

(diag(qH
K;i) A diag(SH

K;i)) diag(SK;ix) = diag(qH
K;i)b. (6.25)

Therefore, the subtraction to update the right hand side can be written as a matrix-

vector product with the matrix (diag(qH
K;i) A diag(SH

K;i)) and the vector

(
zK;i

0

)
.

The latter matrix has, in turn, the following HSS representation {D̂i;2,2}2K

i=1, {ÛK;i}2K

i=1,

{V̂si;2,2}2K

i=1, together with the sequences R and B of the HSS representation of A.

We will not present the fast HSS matrix-vector operation, although it represents an

important pillar of the fast solver. The matrix-vector product algorithm represents

an algebraic description of the already presented MLFMM and therefore we prefer

to point to the already cited references [19, 20].

Remark 22

For the implementation of the solver that we will comment on in the Appendix,

we see from the steps above that the bookkeeping work is significant as we need to

know the level in which the different parts of the solution vector x̂ were obtained so

as to multiply with the right orthogonal transformation S.

Now we turn our attention to the operational complexity involved in the solver. Let

mK be again the number of rows of every block-row of the near-field matrix at level

K.

Theorem 23

Let us assume that on every level and for every block-row in the computation of the

SVDs in the HSS representation of the near-field matrix a fixed number of singular

values nsv is computed and that for the same purpose a sufficient number of levels,

mK = 2 ∗ nsv, is considered. Then the number of flops of the algorithm above,

namely, the fast HSS solver, is of order O(N ∗ nsv2).
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Proof

To estimate the complexity of the solver we proceed as in the last section, namely,

considering each step and the pertaining cost associated to it. We will compute

the number of flops for the real case since for the complex case in general only the

multiplication with a constant is required as it is the case in the QL decomposition

in Step 1, where the factor is four. Again, K is the number of levels in the HSS

representation. We will further assume that the number of rows of each block-row

mK;i is independent of i. We will denote this fixed size at level K as mK .

In the first step we have to compute the QL factorization of 2K mK ×nsv matrices.

Following [36] this step requires 2 ∗ nsv2(mK − nsv
3

)2K flops.

In the second step the right hand side is multiplied by the resulting orthogonal ma-

trices Qk;i. This requires 2 ∗ nsv ∗ (2mK − nsv)2K flops. Next, in Step 3 the same

operation is performed on the diagonal prior to the LQ factorization, therefore we

need 2 ∗ nsv ∗ mK(2mK − nsv)2K flops.

Next we compute the LQ factorization of the resulting matrices. This step requires
4
3
m3

K2K flops. The application of SK;i to ŪK;i demands 2 ∗ nsv ∗ m2
K2K flops.

In Step 6 the partial forward-substitution costs (mK − nsv)22K flops. The subtrac-

tion of the computed unknowns requires, provided we use Remark 21 , 2K2mK(mK +

2 ∗ nsv) + 8(K − 1)nsv2(2K − 2) flops.

To recover xK;i from zK;i we need 2m2
K2K flops since we need only to multiply the

orthogonal transformation SK;i with a vector of size mK where the zK;i occupy the

first mK − nsv rows.

After the steps above we proceed to the merging process which will require 8∗nsv3 ∗
2K−1 flops. Likewise, merging the Û and V̂s costs 8 ∗ nsv3 ∗ 2K−1 flops.

The number of flops required at level K is therefore

2K
[

4
3
m3

K + 4m2
K ∗ nsv − 2(nsv)2mK − 2

3
(nsv)3 + 2 ∗ nsv ∗ m2

K + m2
K + (nsv)2

]
+

2K
[
−2mK ∗ nsv + 2m2

K + 4mK ∗ nsv + 8K(nsv)2(2K − 2) − 8(nsv)2(2K − 2)
]
+

2K [2m2
K + 8(nsv)3] .

The expression above can be simplified so as to obtain an upper bound. It yields

2K

[
4

3
m3

K + 6m2
K ∗ nsv + 5m2

K + 4mK ∗ nsv + 8(nsv)3 + (8K + 1)(nsv)2

]
.

Under the assumption that mK = 2 ∗nsv which only requires the proper number of

levels in the HSS representation along with N = 2KmK we obtain

26N(nsv)2 + (2K+3)(nsv)3 + (6 + 2K8(K + 1))(nsv)2. (6.26)

The expression above is the cost in flops of the solver at level K. For the levels k

above K, i.e. k < K, the cost is only related to nsv. We noted in Step 5 concerning
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the HSS solver that in each block-row we solve for mK−nsv and keep nsv equations.

For the solver only the size of the matrices in the sequences of matrices of the HSS

representation is important. Therefore, we note that after merging, the diagonals

become (2 ∗ nsv × 2 ∗ nsv) matrices and the rest of the matrices in the new HSS

representation (see Lemma 20) have size nsv × nsv. Consequently, the order of

operational complexity under the assumptions above will not change since only

terms in nsv will enter expression (6.26). 2

Remark 24

The assumption made above concerning the number of levels in the HSS representa-

tion, namely mK = 2∗nsv, is clearly beneficial for the solver but will be detrimental

for the cost of setting up the HSS preconditioner since more levels in the HSS rep-

resentation require larger sequences of R and B matrices. The bottom line of the

theorem above is that a trade-off should be found between the cost of setting up the

preconditioner and the performance of the solver.

Remark 25

The last result is obviously a crude approach to the measuring of the solver efficiency

[36] but it conveys valuable information that has a direct influence on the way we

have implemented it. We will comment on this point in the appendix devoted to

the SHSS package.

6.2.8 The Preconditioned GMRES

The following algorithm we roughly describe here is a preconditioned GMRES in

which we solve exactly a linear system with Anear
HSS and the right hand side ql by

means of the HSS solver before we compute the matrix-vector product with the

impedance matrix. The permutation matrix P in the permutations below is the one

of Section 6.2.
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Anear
HSS preconditioned GMRES

Permute w:
w = r0

w = Pw

h10 = ‖ r0 ‖2

l = 0

while hl+1,l > 0

ql+1 = w/hl+1,l

l = l + 1

Solve (HSS solver) : Anear
HSSvl = ql

Permute vl : vl = PTvl

w = Avl

Permute w : w = Pw

for j = 1 : l

hjl = qH
j w

w = w − hjlqj

end

hl+1,l =‖ w ‖2

Compute zl such that ‖ Hl+1,l, zl − h10e1 ‖2 minimal

xl = x0 + Vlzl

if ϕl =‖ b − Axl ‖2< tol then STOP

end
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6.3 Numerical Experiments

6.3.1 Initial Results

In this section we present initial results for the HSS preconditioner applied to the

examples we have been referring to in previous sections. The tolerance for the rel-

ative residual norm will be set, unless otherwise stated, to 1e-4 for all the tests in

the sequel. Likewise, the initial guess for all the numerical results that follow is the

zero vector. The frequency of the incoming plane wave as well as its direction of

incidence, the latter denoted by (ϕinc, θinc), for the initial results concerning the

idealized satellite and the rectangular waveguide are given in the next subsection.

The illuminating wave for all the numerical examples that follow is polarized in the

θ direction, i.e., Eincident
ϕ =0. These initial results are provided only as motivation

for Section 6.3.1.

The following results were obtained in Matlab by performing a recursive partition

of the matrix such that in every level of the merge-tree the set of matrix indices is

bisected. The numerical rank of the block-rows is computed to a certain tolerance

in order to compress the far field as explained in [13]. For the idealized satellite, the

following figures seem to confirm our conjecture. These examples have a very large

near-field component and therefore SPAI and ILU also perform very well. However,

the HSS preconditioner is fairly expensive in terms of storage. This point will be

addressed in the next section.

The tolerances in the first column of the table below represent the truncation thresh-

old for the computation of the SVD in the HSS representation of the near-field matrix

and at the same time the drop tolerance for the ILU. We should point out that the

comparisons below with the ILU are only intended as motivation for the HSS pre-

conditioner. The problems and virtues concerning the ILU in the electromagnetic

context and specially in 3D scattering for the EFIE are well known. For a thorough

performance analysis see [16, 79, 63] and the references therein.

Concerning the figures related to storage, it is essential to note that the complex

symmetry of the near-field matrix allows us to store only the U in the ILU decom-

position since L = UT . Likewise, for the HSS representation only the U , B and R

matrices need to be stored. Consequently, the third column reflects the cost of stor-

ing this economic HSS representation and the fifth column gives the cost of storing

only the U in the ILU decomposition.
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Satellite GMRES HSS GMRES ILU

tolSV D/drop tol. # mv MByte HSS rep. # mv MByte

1e-2 13 4.8530 28 1.3568

1e-3 12 10.5112 15 6.7220

1e-4 >180 16.2517 12 9.2634

In order to compare our preconditioner with a well established one, we note that

solving the idealized satellite example with an inner-outer GMRES that performs as

preconditioning some GMRES iterations (in this case 20) with the near-field matrix,

i.e. Anearvl = ql, requires 24 matrix-vector products to converge, whereas the SPAI

requires 15 iterations. The former preconditioner is also known as FGMRES [77] in

the literature.

It is interesting to note how the number of iterations evolves. Even though it seems

to decrease with decreasing tolerance, against expectations with tolerance set equal

to 1e-4 the number of iterations grows again. Clearly, Anear
HSS approximates Anear

with decreasing tolerance in the SVDs. The evolution of the number of iterations

reflects a very strong rank-sensibility of the impedance matrix toward the precon-

ditioner but still a somehow more interesting phenomena. As we may understand

the preconditioner as a projection of the near-field matrix onto the manifold of HSS

matrices, it may have to do with the geometry of this manifold. This phenomena

occurs due to the change of a single parameter. In addition, decreasing the toler-

ance leads to a better approximation of the near-field matrix, as expected, but this

bulge in the number of iterations occurs on the half-way point, loosely speaking, to

the near-field matrix. The norm of the difference between Anear
HSS and Afull remains

almost constant but the preconditioner performs differently depending on the rank

structure.

We reach similar conclusions in the rectangular waveguide example:

Rectangular waveguide GMRES HSS GMRES ILU

tolSV D/drop tol. # mv MByte HSS rep. # mv MByte

1e-2 41 15.2827 47 9.9805

1e-3 34 36.3393 31 30.7549

1e-4 27 60.8966 27 52.6991

Solving the rectangular waveguide example with the inner-outer GMRES described

above requires 206 matrix-vector products to converge, and if the number of inner-

iterations is increased to reduce the number of iterations to 60, then the computing

time of a compiled code is comparable to the time of computation of Matlab for the

case when the drop tolerance is set to 1e-3.

Figure 6.8 justifies graphically the good performance of the preconditioner, since it
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succeeds in clustering the eigenvalues around (1, 0). In particular, the picture shows

the spectrum of the impedance matrix in the rectangular waveguide example mul-

tiplied by the inverse of Anear
HSS with tolerance in the SVDs set to 1e-2. The selection

of this tolerance relies on the fact that we are interested in a cheap preconditioner

and that this tolerance already leads to a substantial reduction of the number of it-

erations with respect to the inner-outer GMRES tested or the SPAI preconditioner

which requires 74 iterations to converge. This picture should be compared with

Figure 6.4, where the spectrum of A(Anear)−1 for the rectangular waveguide was

depicted.

As mentioned before, for the tolerance set to 1e-2 the solution time is comparable

to an ILU preconditioner. Figure 6.8 shows that the clustering of eigenvalues is
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Figure 6.8: Spectrum of A (Anear
HSS)−1 for the rectangular waveguide.

much stronger than in the SPAI case and than in the case when we multiplied the

impedance matrix from the right with the inverse of the near-field matrix.

In the last section we performed the partition of the near-field matrix following a

bisection procedure on the set of indices of this matrix. According to the results

showed above, it does indeed precondition the linear system of equations we want to

solve but there is still a point that need to be addressed, namely, the fact that the

MLFMM algorithm provides us with a better partitioning procedure. So, it seems

wiser to compute the merge-tree with respect to the MLFMM groups and thus,

divide the indices of the matrix accordingly. In this fashion interferences with the

rank structure are at least partially avoided. Proceeding this way simply changes

the location where we partition the matrix in block-rows.

The near-field matrix comes from a three dimensional data structure, the associ-

ated oct-tree, and therefore we cannot expect to capture it with a two dimensional
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merge-tree. In the aforementioned partition we cut the near-field matrix at least at

the end of a collection of groups and not in the middle of a MLFMM group.

In order to fully exploit the complexity estimations provided in [20] we confine our-

selves to the case where the number of singular values is set to a constant nsv for

every block-row and every level. In this fashion we obtain a quite compressed far

field for large blocks, whereas for the lowest levels in the merge-tree we obtain a

rather generous approximation, i.e., low compression.

The drawback to this approach could be that for some geometries the distribution

of the number of basis functions per group may be very unbalanced. Fortunately

for large examples we want to compute as few singular values as possible and the

irregular distribution has a minor influence, as our experience so far has shown.

In the next section we will intensively compare the HSS preconditioner based on the

approach proposed above with the previously mentioned inner-outer GMRES. The

reasons for confining ourselves to these two are initially the fact that in the litera-

ture preconditioning techniques related to this solver are often encountered together

with the good reputation the GMRES itself has in the engineering community. See

[30, 62] and the references therein. Moreover, as we mentioned before, the work

in [16] suggests to let aside the ILU in favor of other preconditioning techniques.

For a thorough comparison of Krylov solvers and preconditioning techniques in the

electromagnetic context, see for example [16, 11].

6.3.2 The Performance of the HSS Preconditioner Based on

the MLFMM Groups

For the examples that follow, we will consider spherical coordinates where the angles

ϕ and θ are defined as depicted in Figure 6.9. Unless stated otherwise, the near-

field matrix is stored in complex double precision, i.e., complex*16 in FORTRAN

notation.

The Satellite Example

Figure 6.10 shows the convergence history for some HSS and FGMRES precondi-

tioners. We will denote this form of FGMRES in the sequel by GMRES IO. In

the legend not only the number of singular values computed in each block-row of

the matrix partition for each HSS preconditioner is depicted but also the number

of inner iterations for each GMRES IO. Recall that (ϕinc, θinc) denotes the vector

of incidence in polar coordinates of the illuminating plane wave. In this example,

(ϕinc, θinc)=(0 deg., 180 deg.) and the frequency of the incident plane wave is 400
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Figure 6.9: Angles ϕ and θ in polar coordinates.

MHz. The near-field entries represent 33.92% of the impedance matrix, requiring

8.14 MByte of storage. For this example there are no major differences in the per-

formance of the methods as the percentage of near-field is very large. The presence

of antennas makes the EFIE the only alternative for solving the scattering problem

and, in particular, the challenge here is the fact that the MLFMM may get into trou-

ble when the size of the MLFMM groups is too small, which is the case around the

antennas [26]. Still, it is remarkable that in comparison with the un-preconditioned

case the number of iterations has been reduced more than 90 percent, from 180 to

13 iterations to converge.

These results were obtained in Matlab with the HSS preconditioner. The number

of singular values computed in each block-row B is chosen as the minimum of the

number of rows in B and the corresponding number of singular values desired. In

particular, it means that for the first block-row of the idealized satellite with 38 basis

functions belonging to the first MLFMM group no compression at all is performed.

The number of levels in the HSS representation of the near-field matrix is three.

It is also noticeable that the interesting phenomena concerning the evolution of the

number of iterations observed in Section 6.3 has seemingly disappeared. In the re-

sults above we note a sort of barrier in the number of iterations required to achieve

convergence so that no matter how many new singular values are additionally com-

puted to the 120, the number of iterations does not improve any longer. Recall

that the HSS preconditioner represents a structured approximation to the near-field

matrix. Consequently, as nsv increases, we obtain clearly a better approximation

to this matrix.
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Figure 6.10: Convergence history for the satellite.

The examples below were no longer computed in Matlab but by means of the SHSS

package we developed for this work. For details concerning the machines where these

experiments were performed see the Appendix.

Rectangular Waveguide

Solving the linear system in this example is more demanding in terms of iterations

and, at the same time, more interesting as far the behavior of the different precon-

ditioners is concerned. The illuminating electromagnetic wave has a frequency of 9

GHz, impinging on the target with (ϕinc, θinc)=(35 deg., 55 deg.). The figures for

this example were obtained with the SHSS package which will be briefly presented

in the Appendix. This package for Symmetric Hierarchically SemiSeparable (SHSS)

matrices takes special advantage of the symmetry when it comes to the compu-

tation of the HSS representation of the near-field matrix. Moreover, the storage
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figures given below ignore the cost of the diagonal matrices {Di}2K

i=1 (K is again the

maximum level in the HSS representation) since their cost is already included in the

near-field storage and we only point to them when necessary. In particular, and for

the sake of comparison, the near-field matrix for this example requires 36.24 MByte

storage and the maximum level K is three.

Figure 6.11 shows an apparent sensitivity to resonances. In the inner-outer GMRES

iterations a plateau arises in the convergence history as long as the number of inner

iterations is relatively small and even for a number of iterations as large as 240 there

are still signs of stagnation. In addition, we have to mention that the time required

for each iteration in the solution of the linear system of equations with 240 inner

iterations in Fortran takes almost as long as an iteration of the HSS preconditioned

GMRES in Matlab. The reason is clearly the low sparsity of the near-field matrix.
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Figure 6.11: Convergence history for the rectangular waveguide.
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# Sing. Values GMRES HSS

per block-row #mv Min. time per iter. Storage(Mb) HSS mat. Set up time

100 65 0.3379 sec. 9.0847 31.205 sec.

105 52 0.3529 sec. 9.7404 33.801 sec.

120 35 0.3559 sec. 11.8264 42.441 sec.

Concerning the timings provided in the table above and the tables to come in the

sequel, we should mention that unlike the implicit ULV H decomposition we men-

tioned in the chapter devoted to the HSS representation and the corresponding fast

solver, we can obtain such timings provided we perform some pseudo-explicit de-

composition. In other words, we exploit what we have computed in the first solver

iteration. It is not an explicit decomposition since we do not provide a lower tri-

angular matrix, neither do we provide the orthogonal matrices used to deflate the

original system of equations. It has, however, the speed of an explicit decomposi-

tion. Nevertheless, the price for the speed comes in storage, or, more accurately,

the peak in storage. It is clear that if the computation of every possible reusable

data takes place during the first iteration of GMRES HSS, we will have more data

residing in memory but the timings given above for the GMRES iterations support

this approach and also open the door to an out-of-core storage of the data which

the authors in [51] successfully implemented for the ILU. The orthogonal matrices

which we need to reconstruct the solution vector in the solver are especially ex-

pensive to store unless we use elementary reflectors for this purpose. In our initial

implementation we have preferred to form the matrices. More details about this will

be provided in the Appendix.

PEC Sphere

In this example the illuminating electromagnetic wave has a frequency of 3 GHz,

impinging the target with (ϕinc, θinc)=( 0 deg., 180 deg.). This is the first example

that requires more than one level in the MLFMM. In particular, it requires two levels

and also the percentage of near-field drops to 5.1835 %. Furthermore, N=2304 and

the number of levels we consider for the HSS preconditioner is three. The behavior

of the preconditioners for this example is extremely uniform since no matter how

large the number of singular values or inner iterations in the GMRES inner-outer

is, we end up at the barrier of 34 iterations. That is the best we can obtain from

the near-field matrix with or without considering the underlying structure in the

manner we do it, namely setting the number of singular values to be computed from

the block-rows according to the distribution of the basis functions in the MLFMM
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Figure 6.12: Portrait of the permuted near-field matrix for the PEC

sphere.

groups at the leaves-level for all levels. In addition, the storage for the HSS precon-

ditioners is larger than the storage of the near-field matrix itself which amounts to

approximately 5.26 Mbyte. Our experience has shown that the more spherical the

object is, the better the approximation of the MLFMM to the far-field component

of the impedance matrix is.

However, for other geometries it is well known that the MLFMM tends to overes-

timate the ranks in the far-field component of the impedance matrix [5]. In this

sense the fact that we build the HSS preconditioner from the near-field matrix by

constructing another approximation to the impedance matrix from below, coupled

with the numerical experiments performed, let us think that the HSS preconditioner

may exploit this overestimation of the rank structure for the far-field. In fact, for

the PEC sphere no improvement in the convergence history occurs as Figure 6.13

shows. The table below shows what we commented on above, namely, for the PEC

sphere the maximum time per iteration decreases but the figures above make the

usage of the HSS preconditioner for this target not competitive against this inner-

outer GMRES, taking into account the time to set it up and the memory space for

storing it.
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Figure 6.13: Convergence history for the PEC sphere.

# Sing. Values GMRES HSS

per block-row #mv Max. time per iter. Storage(Mb) HSS mat. Set up time

80 63 0.180 sec. 5.4482 9.894 sec.

100 39 0.225 sec. 7.5796 17.022 sec.

120 34 0.281 sec. 10.0283 25.082 sec.

140 34 0.347 sec. 12.7944 33.660 sec.

Cylindrical Waveguide

This example constitutes a further variation of the rectangular waveguide already

presented with a more spherical geometry. That is in essence the reason for test-

ing it, since it couples the apparent resonant behavior and the, at least for the

HSS preconditioner, less favorable uniform geometry (in terms of the curvature).
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The number of unknowns N is 5901 and the near-field represents 9.1247% of the

impedance matrix. The illuminating plane wave impinges on the target with (ϕinc,

θinc)=( 0 deg., 35 deg.). The storage of the near-field matrix for this example re-

quires approximately 60 Mbyte.

Figure 6.15 compares again the HSS preconditioner to the inner-outer GMRES.

Figure 6.14: The cylindrical waveguide where the principal axis of the

target is parallel to the z-axis.

Although the number of iterations of the latter improves with more inner itera-

tions, the minimal time per iteration for the last and best case, 120 inner iterations,

amounts to 4.7593 seconds. Even the second best, 60 inner iterations, demands at

least 2.2357 seconds per iteration. A better solution time has a negative impact on

the number of iterations required to solve the linear system to the selected accuracy.

The number of HSS levels for this example is set to four, whereas the number of

MLFMM levels is two. The storage of the near-field matrix requires 48.48 Mbyte.

# Sing. Values GMRES HSS

per block-row #mv Max. time per iter. Storage(Mb) HSS mat. Set up time

150 67 1.281 sec. 33.6667 215.853 sec.

200 31 1.955 sec. 53.6564 365.933 sec.

250 31 2.761 sec. 78.0713 514.312 sec.
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Figure 6.15: Convergence history for the cylindrical waveguide.

As in the previous example, we encounter again a barrier for the number of iterations.

In particular, no matter how much we invest in the HSS preconditioner at the finest

level and thereby for the other levels, the number of iterations does not decrease any

more. Interesting to note is the fact that the rank structure of the preconditioner

seems to make the difference and allows us to solve in less iterations than the inner-

outer GMRES.

Small Airplane

In this example the HSS preconditioner is tested on a sparser near-field matrix than

in the examples presented so far. The number of unknowns, though, is not larger

than in the previous examples. In particular, the incident wave has the frequency

120 MHz with (ϕinc, θinc)=( 0 deg., 70 deg.) and N=4619. The MLFMM uses four

levels and the near-field entries represent 2.8528% of the impedance matrix requiring
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11.63 Mbyte storage. The number of levels in the HSS representation of the near-

field matrix is three. The permuted near-field matrix again has the structure we

Figure 6.16: Small airplane with approximate electrical size 3λ.

mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, displaying the diagonal spine and two

near-diagonal components on either side of the diagonal. This is the part of the

near-field matrix the HSS preconditioner uses for its construction. The figures in

the table below show an extremely good agreement in the number of iterations

required by the HSS preconditioner and the inner-outer GMRES. The plane has no

cavities which could lead to resonances and the number of iterations depicted in

this table let us assume that the frequency of the illuminating wave does not lead

to internal resonances.
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Figure 6.17: Permuted near-field matrix of the small airplane.

# Sing. Values GMRES HSS

per block-row #mv Min. time per iter. Storage(Mb) HSS mat. Set up time

150 32 0.732 sec. 19.6922 71.274 sec.

160 32 0.779 sec. 21.6269 80.939 sec.

180 32 0.878 sec. 25.7343 102.520 sec.

Scatterer with Internal Resonances

This example is representative of a potential problem with surface integral equations

which was previously mentioned. For a closed PEC target like Figure 6.19 shows,

the EFIE is known to be beset by internal resonances. This phenomenon accounts

for the lack of uniqueness in the solution of the EFIE for certain values of ω. These

critical values, ωcrit, are known as internal resonance frequencies and represent the

eigenvalues of the interior Maxwell problem [67].

As a result, the tangential components of one of the incident fields (either the electric

or the magnetic field) at the scatterer surface lack enough information to uniquely de-

termine the current density at resonant frequencies [70]. Under these circumstances,

a preconditioner is absolutely mandatory to mitigate the effect these internal res-

onances have on the history of the relative residual norm at values of ω near to

ωcrit. For these values, the impedance matrix is nearly singular and as a result, the
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Figure 6.18: Convergence history for the small airplane with tol=1e-3

in the relative residual norm.

convergence of iterative methods may be painfully slow or they even fail to converge.

The electrical size in wavelengths of this target is approximately 7λ and the number

of unknowns N = 48690. The near-field entries represents 4.7554% of the impedance

matrix requiring approximately 1.3 GByte of storage in complex single precision, i.e.,

complex*8 in FORTRAN notation. The incident plane wave has the frequency 10

GHz with (ϕinc, θinc)=( 0 deg., 35 deg.). The MLFMM uses three levels, whereas

the HSS representation of the near-field matrix is computed with five levels.

The following figures illustrate the difficulty in achieving convergence for this exam-

ple. In particular, we applied the CGS (Conjugate Gradient Squared) [84] with a

tolerance in the relative residual norm equal to 1e-3. Figure 6.20 depicts its perfor-

mance against the evolution of the relative residual norm when preconditioning is

applied. This picture shows also the extremely negative impact internal resonances

have on the convergence history if no preconditioning is applied. Unlike previous
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Figure 6.19: Target with principal axis parallel to the z-axis. The base

of the object stands on the xy-plane

plots we have labeled the x-axis as number of iterations rather than as number

of matrix-vector products. This change only affects the CGS that performs two

matrix-vector products per iteration thus requiring 1990 matrix-vector products to

converge, whereas the HSS preconditioner achieves the same relative residual norm

in 159 matrix-vector products. The performance of the COCG [87], a Krylov solver

especially suitable for complex symmetric matrices, is even worse since after 7000

matrix-vector products no reduction of the residual norm is recognizable.

Figure 6.21 depicts the convergence history only for the preconditioned system.

Again we should note that the time required by the inner-outer GMRES with 5,

10 and 20 inner-iterations amounts to approximately 11, 22 and 42 seconds, respec-

tively. In order to converge this preconditioner with 5, 10 and 20 inner-iterations

requires 223, 171 and 159 iterations, respectively.

# Sing. Values GMRES HSS

per block-row #mv Max. time per iter. Storage(Mb) HSS mat. Set up time

500 159 21.42 sec. 838.9113 9.09 hours

750 159 32.20 sec. 1606.3862 19.81 hours
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Figure 6.20: Convergence history for the target with internal resonances

with tol=1e-3 in the relative residual norm with 3 levels in the MLFMM.

We have also computed the MLFMM with four levels instead of three as in the

previous situation. Although with four levels MLFMM the size of the smallest group

is very near to the constraint mentioned in [26], the numerical results agree with the

previous situation. The purpose of this step is to decrease the amount of near-field

entries to 1% of the impedance matrix. In particular, the percentage of near-field

entries in the system matrix is 1.1097%. Figure 6.22 shows the performance of the

HSS preconditioner with nsv=400 and the maximum level in the HSS representation

of the near-field matrix equal to five as above. As a result of the reduction of near-

field matrix entries, the number of iterations necessary to achieve convergence has

logically increased but it is still competitive taking into account the unfavorable

features of the example. A further consequence is that now the number of MBytes

needed to store the near-field matrix is 501.98 in complex double precision.
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Figure 6.21: Convergence history for the target with internal resonances

with tol=1e-3 in the relative residual norm with 3 levels in the MLFMM.

# Sing. Values GMRES HSS

per block-row #mv Max. time per iter. Storage(Mb) HSS mat. Set up time

400 206 16.35 sec. 597.0748 4.26 hours

500 201 27.65 sec. 838.9113 8.87 hours

In order to conclude this section, the induced surface currents on the most inter-

esting targets are depicted in Figures 6.24-6.27 applying the color scale shown in

Figure 6.23.

These pictures, with the exception of Figure 6.27, show clearly the oscillating char-

acter of the surface current on the target’s surface and especially in the case of the

airplane they can help in designing low RCS targets [57]. In Figure 6.26 and Figure

6.27 note that the direction of the illuminating wave is easily recognisable.

The following pictures concerning the surface current were obtained by using a tool
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Figure 6.22: Convergence history for the target with internal resonances

with tol=1e-3 in the relative residual norm with 4 levels in the MLFMM.

Figure 6.23: Color scale for the Figures 6.24-6.27.

courtesy of Jan Ritter at EADS Bremen. In particular, the depicted surface currents

correspond to the solution of the linear system of equations (2.24) preconditioned

by the HSS preconditioner presented in this chapter. To be more specific, for the

cylindrical waveguide the HSS preconditioner is computed with nsv=200, whereas

for the small airplane nsv=160. Finally, for the last scatterer nsv=400 with four

levels MLFMM.
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Figure 6.24: Real part (left hand side) and imaginary part (right hand

side) of the induced surface current for the cylindrical waveguide.

Figure 6.25: Real part (left hand side) and imaginary part (right hand

side) of the induced surface current for the small airplane.
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Figure 6.26: Real part (left hand side) and imaginary part (right hand

side) of the induced surface current for the last scatterer.

Figure 6.27: Magnitude of the surface current for the last scatterer.
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6.3.3 Some Remarks Concerning the Numerical Results

Although we did not present any example from real industrial applications, the suite

of scatterers presented above represents a wide variety of geometries, sizes and fea-

tures.

The initial toy examples were, though small in size, not simple to solve regarding

the number of iterations required by unpreconditioned solvers and even by SPAI

preconditioning to achieve convergence.

An extremely unpleasant feature of the electromagnetic simulation that especially

affects the search for a good preconditioner is the impossibility of extrapolating nu-

merical results obtained for small examples to larger ones. As we have mentioned

in numerous occasions in this thesis, the decreasing amount of information for con-

structing a preconditioner with increasing size impedes every kind of prediction

concerning the performance of a would-be preconditioner with large scatterers. In

particular, in an attempt to mitigate this situation and so as to obtain significant

results, the amount of near-field entries in the impedance matrix of the considered

scatterers started at approximately 33% for the idealized satellite and shrank to

approximately 1% for the last example.

The numerical results have shown that the application of the HSS preconditioner

based on a hierarchically semiseparable approximation to the near-field matrix leads

to a substantial reduction in the number of iterations required to achieve conver-

gence. Although only for the last example alternative Krylov solvers to the GMRES

were mentioned, the situation occurring in the last example concerning the con-

vergence history of them is representative and applies also to the other examples.

In particular, we have seen that even for a small percentage of near-field matrix

entries the HSS preconditioner was capable of reducing substantially the number

of matrix-vector products necessary to achieve convergence against the CGS solver.

Especially in the last example where the preconditioner had to cope with a relatively

small near-field coupled with internal resonances, the HSS preconditioner was able

to achieve convergence within a small number of iterations compared to the number

of unknowns.

These numerical results have also shown that a relative small number of singular

values may be sufficient to obtain a good preconditioner. This point was confirmed,

for example, in the sort of barrier depicted in the evolution of the residual norm

for the PEC sphere. An important achievement of the HSS preconditioner is the

required storage. From the figures concerning this issue we see that the HSS pre-

conditioner overcomes the most important drawback to the well established ILU

preconditioner without forfeiting performance. We are aware that the major draw-

back to this preconditioner is the amount of time required for the set-up process of
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the HSS preconditioner. We have already pointed out the culprit of this shortcoming

and this point will constitute the first improvement of the SHSS package in the near

future.

In order to emphasize the storage savings yielded by this preconditioner, let us com-

pute the density the HSS preconditioner would have if it were a sparse matrix in

the corresponding complex precision for the last numerical example. This computa-

tion with 3 levels MLFMM and nsv=500 leads to an approximate density of 4.42%,

whereas for 4 levels MLFMM with nsv=400 it yields 1.31%. Hence, in the latter sit-

uation, the HSS preconditioner is in terms of storage equivalent to a sparse matrix

with about 98% sparsity. These figures should be compared with the percentage

of near-field matrix entries in the corresponding impedance matrices as mentioned

above.
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Conclusions

The main objective of this work was to develop a preconditioner for the numerical

solution of the EFIE in the context of Krylov methods. To this end, we have con-

centrated on the only part of the impedance matrix explicitly stored and available,

namely, the near-field matrix.

The major contribution of this thesis has been the introduction of a new point of

view in the construction of a preconditioner for the aforementioned problem. Most

preconditioning techniques developed until now resulted in a preconditioner that

considered only the magnitude of entries so as to select its density. This was the

case of the most successful and extended preconditioners: ILU and SPAI. In the con-

text of the former, the associated fill-in (needed for a reasonable performance) results

in a preconditioner much denser than the near-field matrix itself with consequently

large storage requirements. This density issue represents a storage bottleneck in

electromagnetic applications and results in the search for less storage-intensive pre-

conditioners which do not forfeit performance. The inclusion of information con-

cerning the structure of the matrix is an attempt to alleviate this situation. The

incapability of the SPAI preconditioner of clustering a significant part of the spec-

trum of the preconditioned impedance matrix around (1, 0) is also well known to

have a negative impact on the performance of Krylov solvers.

The novelty of this work consists in constructing a structured preconditioner by

means of a hierarchically semiseparable matrix approximant to the near-field ma-

trix.

The HSS preconditioner presented in the thesis addresses a new aspect of the

impedance matrix, namely, its multilevel low-rank structure. So far, there has been

a gap between this matrix and the preconditioners used to transform the coefficient

matrix into an approximation of the identity matrix due to the neglected special

matrix structure inherent to the impedance matrix. The part of the coefficient ma-

trix used for the preconditioning, the near-field matrix, had never been the object

of interest in this respect since it is a sparse matrix capturing only nearby inter-

actions and therefore no low-rank phenomena had been addressed. By means of

a suitable permutation we have shown that we can identify within this near-field

matrix a near-diagonal part that, at least with respect to the absolute value of its

entries, acts as an intermediary between the near and the far-field. From this part of

the near-field matrix we were able to impose a HSS structure on it, thus promoting

105
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the near-field matrix to a HSS matrix that approximates the rank structure of the

impedance matrix.

We note that in this process an important property of the near-field matrix has been

lost, namely the sparsity. Consequently, greater memory efficiency can be achieved

by using a factorization that maintains sparsity in the construction of the HSS ap-

proximant to the near-field matrix. Nevertheless, as we emphasized throughout this

work, the presented preconditioner has a data-sparse representation. Hence, this

apparent drawback regarding sparsity has been overcome by means of an implicit

sparsity, namely, its HSS representation.

The initial experiments with the HSS preconditioner presented in this thesis has

shown that unlike SPAI, the HSS preconditioner achieves a shift of the complete

spectrum to the vicinity of (1, 0), thus overcoming the previously mentioned perfor-

mance problems.

In particular, some of the figures concerning storage have shown that the storage

cost associated to the HSS preconditioner is similar to that of storing the near-field

matrix. In the intermediate stage of the set-up, however, there exists a peak in

memory usage that has to be coped with. The usage of other possible factorizations

in the set-up of the HSS preconditioner represents a future extension of the work.

The preconditioning is completed by utilizing the suitable fast solver for the HSS

structure. This solver requires a matrix in HSS form and a right hand side thus

avoiding a direct reference to the matrix resulting from the HSS preconditioner.

In this thesis we have shown that under some simplifying assumptions the computa-

tional complexity of the solver is of order O(N), with a relatively modest constant.

The resulting preconditioner is obviously a full matrix. However, due to the mul-

tilevel low-rank structure, it it still inexpensive to store. Therefore, the storage

requirements do not constitute a problem as far as our experience has shown.

The numerical results presented have shown the expected sensitivity of the impedance

matrix towards the rank structure of the preconditioner. Furthermore, the storage

constraint has been, at least in the examples considered, successfully fulfilled with-

out forfeiting the performance. In particular, we have seen that in the last numerical

example, the largest considered, the HSS preconditioner is in terms of storage equiv-

alent to a sparse complex matrix with a degree of sparsity very close to that of the

near-field matrix.

These numerical results have also shown that the application of the HSS precondi-

tioner based on a hierarchically semiseparable approximation to the near-field matrix

leads to a substantial reduction in the number of iterations required to achieve con-

vergence to a given tolerance.

Summing up, the HSS preconditioner presented in the thesis represents a new type of

structured preconditioning in the electromagnetic context. It overcomes the storage
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problems which beset the popular ILU preconditioner thanks to a multilevel low-

rank structure and as far as our experience has shown, it can cope with a very small

percentage of near-field without compromising performance. However, in order to

be competitive within industrial applications the time required by the set-up of the

preconditioner has to be addressed as well as the search of new explicit factorizations

that keep the sparsity of the near-field matrix.
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Appendix A

The SHSS package

Now we turn our attention to the implementation of the preconditioner and, in

particular, to some details concerning the memory usage that have to be addressed

and constitute at the same time a future extension of this work.

The routines in the SHSS package implement the HSS matrix structure [20] and

some utilities for these kind of matrices as a matrix-vector routine and the previously

mentioned HSS solver. We have created so far a version for sparse matrices both

for simple and double complex precision, namely complex*8 and complex*16 in

FORTRAN 90, the language we have used for the implementation. The following

routines from LAPACK (Linear Algebra Package) and BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra

Subroutines) have been used

{z,c}gemv Matrix-vector product.

{z,c}gemm Matrix-matrix product.

{z,c}geqrf Computation of a QR decomposition.

{z,c}ungqr Generation of the Q matrix from the QR decomposition.

{z,c}unmqr Multiplication with the the Q matrix from the QR decomposition.

{z,c}geqlf Computation of a QL decomposition.

{z,c}ungql Generation of the Q matrix from the QL decomposition.

{z,c}unmql Multiplication with the the Q matrix from the QL decomposition.

In particular, we have used the Intel Math Kernel Library implementation of either

LAPACK and BLAS. The majority of the numerical results were obtained using an

IBM ThinkPad with 1 GByte memory and an 1.73 GHz Intel processor. The oper-

ating system is Linux, kernel 2.6.7. Only the last scatterer, the one with N=48690

in Chapter 6, was computed on a node of an IBM-Regatta computer with 32GByte

memory and 1.7GHz processing core (Power4 chip). The BLAS implementation

used in this case is ESSL (IBM Engineering and Scientific Subroutine Library).
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A.1 Computation of the SVDs for the HSS Rep-

resentation

The fundamental external library used in the package is called PROPACK [60]

and is used for the sparse SVDs mentioned in Chapter 6 in the section devoted to

the computation of the HSS preconditioner. PROPACK is a collection of Fortran

77 routines for computing the singular value decomposition of large and sparse or

structured matrices. The SVD routines are based on the Lanczos bidiagonalization

algorithm with partial reorthogonalization (BPRO).

The reason for this choice in lieu of ARPACK was that PROPACK generally out-

performs the latter up to a factor of 2-3 on large examples [61] and as we have seen

in the chapter devoted to the HSS preconditioner, the size of the block-rows may

have a very large dimension though they are in the same extent extremely sparse

for large examples. We will come back to this point after we introduce the structure

used for the HSS matrices.

As far as the architecture of the SHSS package is concerned, features of F90 such as

modules and derived data types have been extensively used. The former allows the

modification of different parts of the program independently and enhances readabil-

ity of the code. The latter has been used to model the principal components of the

SHSS package such as the HSS structure.

The flexibility of this architecture has played a fundamental role in the aggregation

process to the existing MLFMM code of EADS. The next picture shows the basic

pillars comprising the SHSS package. The routine denoted as solver comprises in

turn two routines that will be mentioned in the sequel. Same situation applies to

the merge routine.

A.1.1 The HSS Structure

In order to implement the hierarchically semiseparable preconditioner already de-

scribed we proceed to create a data type called level

type level

type(R matrices),pointer::R(:)

type(D matrices),pointer::D(:)

type(U matrices),pointer::U(:)

type(B matrices),pointer::B(:)

integer,pointer::I(:)

integer,pointer::Ib(:) end type level
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mvHSS.f90

create_HSS_strucut.f90 partition_for_HSS.f90

merge.f90

matvec.f90

solverHSS.f90

mod_data_propack.f90 mod_data_solveHSS.f90mod_data_HSS.f90

main.f90

Figure A.1: SHSS package’s structure.

This field encompasses the matrices already described together with the partition

of the matrix indices and the MLFMM groups. In this fashion, the I accounts for

the recursive partition of the indices on each level, whereas Ib holds the partition of

the MLFMM groups in the binary tree.

As we mentioned before, the near-field matrix is partitioned recursively according

to the MLFMM groups up to a certain HSS level and the SVDs of the block-rows

without the diagonal blocks are computed.

Once the oct-tree in the MLFMM code has been computed, we obtain information

about the distribution of the basis functions in the MLFMM groups, namely, the

groups at the lowest level in the oct-tree. It is fundamental to know the smallest

and largest block-rows for different values of the previously mentioned K. As the

numerical examples have shown, the maximum number of levels K is chosen related

to the number of MLFMM levels. The selection of K in the numerical examples has

been made having in mind the complexity estimations of Chapter 6 and especially

the trade-off between a fast solver and a moderate time to set up the HSS precon-

ditioner.

In light of this information we can set the already introduced nsv, i.e., the number of

largest singular triplets to be computed in the HSS representation of the near-field

(See Remark 13).

As we previously mentioned in Chapter 6, the main sources of computational cost in

terms of floating point operations are the sparse matrix-vector products, the vector

operations and the reorthogonalization process. As far as the first is concerned, it is

obvious that the sparsity of the near-field matrix and consequently the sparsity of
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the block-rows represents a point in favor of this approach to build a preconditioner

via sparse SVDs. The second issue, namely, the vector operations do not represent

a problem for electrically larger objects, provided we are able to localize the nonzero

entries in a submatrix of each block-row. This is unfortunately not the case for the

SHSS package yet and represents thus the first and major computational bottleneck

we have to remove in the future.

The estimation of the number of flops for the set up of the HSS preconditioner

provided in Chapter 6 yielded, under some assumptions, an O(N 2) algorithm. The

assumptions we made so as to obtain this computational complexity work not only

in favor but also against our preconditioner. Recall that we did not provide a sharp

estimation of the number of nonzero entries on the different block-rows along the

levels but confined ourselves to a worst-case scenario due to the strong dependence

on the geometry of the scatterer. Moreover, it is also clear that the computation

of the HSS preconditioner based on the MLFMM groups rather than on a simple

bisection procedure will have far-reaching effects on the computation of the nsv-

largest triplets performed for each block-row on every level. The assumption on the

maximum number of iterations to achieve convergence of the Lanczos vectors used

in PROPACK tried to reflect somehow our numerical experience with the approach

based on the MLFMM groups. A similar claim for the recursive bisection partition-

ing can not be made due to the lack of such a version in FORTRAN.

However, the comparison with the initial results obtained via the recursive bisection

of the near-field matrix indices showed that the MLFMM-based approach leads to

an important storage saving with respect to the former approach.

A.1.2 Time Complexity of PROPACK

Although the estimation of the number of flops involved in the construction of the

HSS preconditioner provides certainly a measure of their performance, it is also im-

portant to assess the amount of time that this construction requires. In the part of

Chapter 6 devoted to the numerical results these effective CPU times were provided

for the examples considered.

In the numerical experiments performed so far, we have observed that due to the

rapidly decreasing sparsity of the block-rows in lower levels, the time needed for

computing the SVDs changes minimally on levels higher than K.

Figure A.2 shows the computation times for the cylindrical waveguide example com-

puted in the last chapter with 4 levels HSS and 200 singular values for every block-

row on each level. These figures are representative for the performance of PROPACK

in the examples presented in the last chapter. Due to the high sparsity of the block-
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Figure A.2: Computation time of the SVDs for every block-row on each

HSS level for the cylindrical waveguide.

rows on all levels the computation time for lower levels, where the block-rows become

larger, does not increase significantly since the pertaining block-rows are referenced

only in the matrix-vector product operation. At least for relatively small examples

the time spent in vector operations and orthogonalizing does not seem to change

the depicted situation.

A.1.3 An Important Remark Concerning the HSS Precon-

ditioner

As far as the implementation of the preconditioner is concerned, we have to point

out that the way we have implemented it, namely, on top of the MLFMM code, has

the advantage that in the oct-tree we obtained, empty-groups have been already

removed, i.e, the irregularities in the geometry have already been addressed. Never-

theless, the number of basis functions in each group is far from being uniform and

even on the matrix level we have to address this issue unless we want to obtain a

completely unbalanced tree.

Figure A.3 shows the irregular distribution of the number of basis functions which

occurs even for an uncomplicated geometry as a cylinder.
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Figure A.3: Distribution of the basis functions in the MLFMM groups

for the cylindrical waveguide. The x-axis represents the MLFMM groups

and the y-axis represents the number of basis functions in the correspond-

ing MLFMM group.

A.2 The HSS Solver

The implementation of the solver must be done carefully since it dominates the time

required for the solution process. In the chapter devoted to the HSS framework we

mentioned that the solver carries out an implicit ULV H decomposition of the HSS

representation. In fact, we note that several computations can be saved, provided

we can cope with the extra storage required. The only vectors or matrices that

need to be computed in every iteration are those involving the right hand side of

the linear system. Those matrices which are based on the HSS representation of the

HSS preconditioner are always the same as can be easily seen in Section 6.2.4.

In order to reflect this situation we perform the most expensive operations in terms of

flops as described in Chapter 6 in a solver HSS init. This solver routine is executed

only once at the beginning of the execution of the solver, i.e., in the first iteration.

From the second iteration on, we call solver HSS pos which basically performs the

operations related to the right hand side including the solving of the linear systems

arising from the lower triangularized diagonals equal to the transformed right hand

side (see Step 5 in Section 2.4 of Chapter 6).

A similar situation occurs in the merging process. With the exception of the merging

of the subvectors conforming the partitioned right hand side, the rest of operations

can be executed once for the whole solving process. Similar to the situation described
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in the last paragraph, we distinguish between a merge init and a merge pos. This

step makes the solver fast but at the same time it requires to store the information

during the complete solving process.

Certainly, our implementation is far from being optimal in the sense of performance.

This preliminary version of the SHSS package was written with the sole purpose of

obtaining results without devoting too much attention to details. We are perfectly

aware that there is obviously ample room for improvement.

In particular, concerning the solver, we provided in some detail the matrix operations

to be performed. Especially the unitary matrices QK;i and SK;i played a fundamental

role in it. The way we store these matrices is of crucial importance since we need

them at the end of the process to obtain the solution of the linear system we wanted

to solve. The cheapest way to store them is to represent these matrices in terms

of elementary reflectors in the fashion LAPACK does. In the implementation, we

rather formed the matrices explicitly so as to reference them as matrices and not

as a structure. Obviously, the cost incurred in this step is rather significant, not

only in terms of storage but also in terms of time. Recall, however, that the time to

compute these unitary matrices will afect only the call to solver HSS init. This

point will be addressed in the future.

Similar situation applies to the merging process. In this step new matrices have to

be formed and especially the storage of the new diagonal matrices resulting from

the merging process (see Lemma 14) would be worth a revision.

A.3 A Declaration of Intent for the SHSS Package

The list below enumerates some of the intended improvements for the SHSS package

• Localization of the submatrix of each block-row which contains the nonzero

entries in order to improve substantially the time required for the set-up pro-

cess.

• Extend the set-up of the HSS preconditioner to a non-constant number of

singular triplets and define criteria to determine this number on each level in

the different block-rows (See also Remark 13).

• Consider other factorizations to create the HSS representation of the near-field

matrix which maintain the sparsity of the block-rows described in the section

concerning the set-up of the HSS preconditioner in Chapter 6.

• Revisit the storage of the new diagonal matrices arising in the merging process

so as to improve the memory consume.
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• Store the unitary matrices computed in the solving process in terms of ele-

mentary reflectors and create or apply the corresponding routines to operate

with them.

• Possible parallelization with MPI.

The points listed above constitute a future extension of the SHSS package. Taking

into account that the basic code is in place, these improvements should be feasible.

The parallelization of both the set-up and the solver constitutes the next step in

order to make this preconditioner competitive within industrial applications.
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